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"I was taught to see racism only in individual acts of meanness, not in invisible systems conferring
dominance on my group"

Through work to bring materials from women's studies into the rest of the curriculum, I have often
noticed men's unwillingness to grant that they are overprivileged, even though they may grant that
women are disadvantaged. They may say they will work to women's statues, in the society, the
university, or the curriculum, but they can't or won't support the idea of lessening men's. Denials that
amount to taboos surround the subject of advantages that men gain from women's disadvantages. These
denials protect male privilege from being fully acknowledged, lessened, or ended.

Thinking through unacknowledged male privilege as a phenomenon, I realized that, since hierarchies in
our society are interlocking, there are most likely a phenomenon, I realized that, since hierarchies in our
society are interlocking, there was most likely a phenomenon of while privilege that was similarly
denied and protected. As a white person, I realized I had been taught about racism as something that puts
others at a disadvantage, but had been taught not to see one of its corollary aspects, white privilege,
which puts me at an advantage.

I think whites are carefully taught not to recognize white privilege, as males are taught not to recognize
male privilege. So I have begun in an untutored way to ask what it is like to have white privilege. I have
come to see white privilege as an invisible package of unearned assets that I can count on cashing in
each day, but about which I was "meant" to remain oblivious. White privilege is like an invisible
weightless knapsack of special provisions, maps, passports, codebooks, visas, clothes, tools , and blank
checks.

Describing white privilege makes one newly accountable. As we in women's studies work to reveal male
privilege and ask men to give up some of their power, so one who writes about having white privilege
must ask, "having described it, what will I do to lessen or end it?"

After I realized the extent to which men work from a base of unacknowledged privilege, I understood
that much of their oppressiveness was unconscious. Then I remembered the frequent charges from
women of color that white women whom they encounter are oppressive. I began to understand why we
are just seen as oppressive, even when we don't see ourselves that way. I began to count the ways in
which I enjoy unearned skin privilege and have been conditioned into oblivion about its existence.

My schooling gave me no training in seeing myself as an oppressor, as an unfairly advantaged person, or
as a participant in a damaged culture. I was taught to see myself as an individual whose moral state
depended on her individual moral will. My schooling followed the pattern my colleague Elizabeth
Minnich has pointed out: whites are taught to think of their lives as morally neutral, normative, and
average, and also ideal, so that when we work to benefit others, this is seen as work that will allow
"them" to be more like "us."

White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack  -  Peggy McIntosh
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Daily effects of white privilege

I decided to try to work on myself at least by identifying some of the daily effects of white privilege in
my life. I have chosen those conditions that I think in my case attach somewhat more to skin-color
privilege than to class, religion, ethnic status, or geographic location, though of course all these other
factors are intricately intertwined. As far as I can tell, my African American coworkers, friends, and
acquaintances with whom I come into daily or frequent contact in this particular time, place and time of
work cannot count on most of these conditions.

1. I can if I wish arrange to be in the company of people of my race most of the time.

2. I can avoid spending time with people whom I was trained to mistrust and who have learned to
mistrust my kind or me.

3. If I should need to move, I can be pretty sure of renting or purchasing housing in an area which I can
afford and in which I would want to live.

4. I can be pretty sure that my neighbors in such a location will be neutral or pleasant to me.

5. I can go shopping alone most of the time, pretty well assured that I will not be followed or harassed.

6. I can turn on the television or open to the front page of the paper and see people of my race widely
represented.

7. When I am told about our national heritage or about "civilization," I am shown that people of my
color made it what it is.

8. I can be sure that my children will be given curricular materials that testify to the existence of their
race.

9. If I want to, I can be pretty sure of finding a publisher for this piece on white privilege.

10. I can be pretty sure of having my voice heard in a group in which I am the only member of my race.

11. I can be casual about whether or not to listen to another person's voice in a group in which s/he is the
only member of his/her race.

12. I can go into a music shop and count on finding the music of my race represented, into a supermarket
and find the staple foods which fit with my cultural traditions, into a hairdresser's shop and find
someone who can cut my hair.

13. Whether I use checks, credit cards or cash, I can count on my skin color not to work against the
appearance of financial reliability.
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14. I can arrange to protect my children most of the time from people who might not like them.

15. I do not have to educate my children to be aware of systemic racism for their own daily physical
protection.

16. I can be pretty sure that my children's teachers and employers will tolerate them if they fit school and
workplace norms; my chief worries about them do not concern others' attitudes toward their race.

17. I can talk with my mouth full and not have people put this down to my color.

18. I can swear, or dress in second hand clothes, or not answer letters, without having people attribute
these choices to the bad morals, the poverty or the illiteracy of my race.

19. I can speak in public to a powerful male group without putting my race on trial.

20. I can do well in a challenging situation without being called a credit to my race.

21. I am never asked to speak for all the people of my racial group.

22. I can remain oblivious of the language and customs of persons of color who constitute the world's
majority without feeling in my culture any penalty for such oblivion.

23. I can criticize our government and talk about how much I fear its policies and behavior without
being seen as a cultural outsider.

24. I can be pretty sure that if I ask to talk to the "person in charge", I will be facing a person of my race.

25. If a traffic cop pulls me over or if the IRS audits my tax return, I can be sure I haven't been singled
out because of my race.

26. I can easily buy posters, post-cards, picture books, greeting cards, dolls, toys and children's
magazines featuring people of my race.

27. I can go home from most meetings of organizations I belong to feeling somewhat tied in, rather than
isolated, out-of-place, outnumbered, unheard, held at a distance or feared.

28. I can be pretty sure that an argument with a colleague of another race is more likely to jeopardize
her/his chances for advancement than to jeopardize mine.

29. I can be pretty sure that if I argue for the promotion of a person of another race, or a program
centering on race, this is not likely to cost me heavily within my present setting, even if my colleagues
disagree with me.

30. If I declare there is a racial issue at hand, or there isn't a racial issue at hand, my race will lend me
more credibility for either position than a person of color will have.
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31. I can choose to ignore developments in minority writing and minority activist programs, or disparage
them, or learn from them, but in any case, I can find ways to be more or less protected from negative
consequences of any of these choices.

32. My culture gives me little fear about ignoring the perspectives and powers of people of other races.

33. I am not made acutely aware that my shape, bearing or body odor will be taken as a reflection on my
race.

34. I can worry about racism without being seen as self-interested or self-seeking.

35. I can take a job with an affirmative action employer without having my co-workers on the job
suspect that I got it because of my race.

36. If my day, week or year is going badly, I need not ask of each negative episode or situation whether
it had racial overtones.

37. I can be pretty sure of finding people who would be willing to talk with me and advise me about my
next steps, professionally.

38. I can think over many options, social, political, imaginative or professional, without asking whether
a person of my race would be accepted or allowed to do what I want to do.

39. I can be late to a meeting without having the lateness reflect on my race.

40. I can choose public accommodation without fearing that people of my race cannot get in or will be
mistreated in the places I have chosen.

41. I can be sure that if I need legal or medical help, my race will not work against me.

42. I can arrange my activities so that I will never have to experience feelings of rejection owing to my
race.

43. If I have low credibility as a leader I can be sure that my race is not the problem.

44. I can easily find academic courses and institutions which give attention only to people of my race.

45. I can expect figurative language and imagery in all of the arts to testify to experiences of my race.

46. I can chose blemish cover or bandages in "flesh" color and have them more or less match my skin.

47. I can travel alone or with my spouse without expecting embarrassment or hostility in those who deal
with us.
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48. I have no difficulty finding neighborhoods where people approve of our household.

49. My children are given texts and classes which implicitly support our kind of family unit and do not
turn them against my choice of domestic partnership.

50. I will feel welcomed and "normal" in the usual walks of public life, institutional and social.

Elusive and fugitive

I repeatedly forgot each of the realizations on this list until I wrote it down. For me white privilege has
turned out to be an elusive and fugitive subject. The pressure to avoid it is great, for in facing it I must
give up the myth of meritocracy. If these things are true, this is not such a free country; one's life is not
what one makes it; many doors open for certain people through no virtues of their own.

In unpacking this invisible knapsack of white privilege, I have listed conditions of daily experience that
I once took for granted. Nor did I think of any of these perquisites as bad for the holder. I now think that
we need a more finely differentiated taxonomy of privilege, for some of these varieties are only what
one would want for everyone in a just society, and others give license to be ignorant, oblivious, arrogant,
and destructive.

I see a pattern running through the matrix of white privilege, a patter of assumptions that were passed on
to me as a white person. There was one main piece of cultural turf; it was my own turn, and I was among
those who could control the turf. My skin color was an asset for any move I was educated to want to
make. I could think of myself as belonging in major ways and of making social systems work for me. I
could freely disparage, fear, neglect, or be oblivious to anything outside of the dominant cultural forms.
Being of the main culture, I could also criticize it fairly freely.

In proportion as my racial group was being made confident, comfortable, and oblivious, other groups
were likely being made unconfident, uncomfortable, and alienated. Whiteness protected me from many
kinds of hostility, distress, and violence, which I was being subtly trained to visit, in turn, upon people
of color.

For this reason, the word "privilege" now seems to me misleading. We usually think of privilege as
being a favored state, whether earned or conferred by birth or luck. Yet some of the conditions I have
described here work systematically to over empower certain groups. Such privilege simply confers
dominance because of one's race or sex.

Earned strength, unearned power

I want, then, to distinguish between earned strength and unearned power conferred privilege can look
like strength when it is in fact permission to escape or to dominate. But not all of the privileges on my
list are inevitably damaging. Some, like the expectation that neighbors will be decent to you, or that your
race will not count against you in court, should be the norm in a just society. Others, like the privilege to
ignore less powerful people, distort the humanity of the holders as well as the ignored groups.
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We might at least start by distinguishing between positive advantages, which we can work to spread, and
negative types of advantage, which unless rejected will always reinforce our present hierarchies. For
example, the feeling that one belongs within the human circle, as Native Americans say, should not be
seen as privilege for a few. Ideally it is an unearned entitlement. At present, since only a few have it, it is
an unearned advantage for them. This paper results from a process of coming to see that some of the
power that I originally say as attendant on being a human being in the United States consisted in
unearned advantage and conferred dominance.

I have met very few men who truly distressed about systemic, unearned male advantage and conferred
dominance. And so one question for me and others like me is whether we will be like them, or whether
we will get truly distressed, even outraged, about unearned race advantage and conferred dominance,
and, if so, what we will do to lessen them. In any case, we need to do more work in identifying how they
actually affect our daily lives. Many, perhaps most, of our white students in the United States think that
racism doesn't affect them because they are not people of color; they do not see "whiteness" as a racial
identity. In addition, since race and sex are not the only advantaging systems at work, we need similarly
to examine the daily experience of having age advantage, or ethnic advantage, or physical ability, or
advantage related to nationality, religion, or sexual orientation.

Difficulties and angers surrounding the task of finding parallels are many. Since racism, sexism, and
heterosexism are not the same, the advantages associated with them should not be seen as the same. In
addition, it is hard to disentangle aspects of unearned advantage that rest more on social class, economic
class, race, religion, sex, and ethnic identity that on other factors. Still, all of the oppressions are
interlocking, as the members of the Combahee River Collective pointed out in their "Black Feminist
Statement" of 1977.

One factor seems clear about all of the interlocking oppressions. They take both active forms, which we
can see, and embedded forms, which as a member of the dominant groups one is taught not to see. In my
class and place, I did not see myself as a racist because I was taught to recognize racism only in
individual acts of meanness by members of my group, never in invisible systems conferring unsought
racial dominance on my group from birth.

Disapproving of the system won't be enough to change them. I was taught to think that racism could end
if white individuals changed their attitude. But a "white" skin in the United States opens many doors for
whites whether or not we approve of the way dominance has been conferred on us. Individual acts can
palliate but cannot end, these problems.

To redesign social systems we need first to acknowledge their colossal unseen dimensions. The silences
and denials surrounding privilege are the key political surrounding privilege are the key political tool
here. They keep the thinking about equality or equity incomplete, protecting unearned advantage and
conferred dominance by making these subject taboo. Most talk by whites about equal opportunity seems
to me now to be about equal opportunity to try to get into a position of dominance while denying that
systems of dominance exist.

It seems to me that obliviousness about white advantage, like obliviousness about male advantage, is
kept strongly inculturated in the United States so as to maintain the myth of meritocracy, the myth that
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democratic choice is equally available to all. Keeping most people unaware that freedom of confident
action is there for just a small number of people props up those in power and serves to keep power in the
hands of the same groups that have most of it already.

Although systemic change takes many decades, there are pressing questions for me and, I imagine, for
some others like me if we raise our daily consciousness on the perquisites of being light-skinned. What
will we do with such knowledge? As we know from watching men, it is an open question whether we
will choose to use unearned advantage, and whether we will use any of our arbitrarily awarded power to
try to reconstruct power systems on a broader base.
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From   Mammy   to   Welfare   Queen:   Images   of   Black   Women   in   Public-Policy   Formation   -  
Emilie   M.   Townes   
 
 

White   supremacist   ideology   in   the   United   States   depends   on   creating   and   maintaining   a  
nonhuman   status   for   Black   and   other   darker-skinned   peoples.   We   may   think   of   White  
supremacists   as   long   gone,   merely   a   dark   part   of   the   American   past,   but   the   fundamental   belief   of  
this   ideology,   that   non-Whites   are   lesser   breeds,   still   exerts   a   strong   influence   on   how   we   think   of  
ourselves   and   each   other   and   the   decisions   we   make   as   a   society.   One   way   to   trace   the   continuing  
impact   of   the   slaveholding   White   supremacist   ideology   is   to   see   how   its   racial   and   sexual  
stereotypes   affect   our   public-policy   decisions.   This   ideology   includes   stereotypical   images   of  
Black   womanhood:   we   are   all   familiar   with   the   Mammy   who   loves   her   White   master’s   children  
as   though   they   were   her   own,   the   Black   Matriarch   who   rules   her   home   and   her   neighborhood   yet  
cannot   keep   a   husband   and   thus   cannot   raise   her   children   right,   and   the   Welfare   Queen   who   lives  
in   luxury   thanks   to   the   hard   work   of   the   taxpayer.   The   negativity   of   these   images,   particularly  
those   of   the   Black   Matriarch   and   the   Welfare   Queen,   allows   us   to   assume   the   worst   about   Black  
women   (and   all   Black   folk).   We   then   go   on   to   develop   welfare   policies   based   on   these   imaginary  
characters’   personal   failings—policies   that   affect   not   only   poor   people   of   all   colors,   but   all   of   us.  
In   forming   these   policies,   we   rarely   question   the   justice   of   the   structures   in   which   we   all   exist  
and   the   economic,   moral,   political,   and   social   impact   these   structures   have   on   our   lives.   

Recognizing   these   brutalizing   images   of   Black   womanhood   for   what   they   are   provides   an  
opportunity   to   think   through   how   to   address   the   legacies   of   slavery   that   remain   in   our   minds,   in  
our   environment,   and   in   our   public   policies,   where   they   play   out   with   perhaps   the   greatest   cost   in  
the   lives   of   Black   women   and   girls.   I   will   explore   the   sources   of   these   stereotypes,   how   they  
serve   the   dominant   culture   that   created   them,   and   their   impact   on   public   policy,   especially  
welfare   policy.   This   exploration   of   the   religious,   historical,   and   intellectual   roots   of   our  
demonization   of   poor   people   will   also   show   how   we   have   come   to   live   in   a   selfish,   me-first  
society   where   many   people   believe   that   those   down   on   their   luck   have   only   themselves   to   blame;  
the   rich   are   in   their   position   because   they   are   blessed;   government   is   only   a   hindrance,   never   a  
help;   and   none   of   us   bears   any   responsibility   to   those   around   us.   I   conclude   by   offering   a  
religious   ethical   critique   with   constructive   proposals   for   forming   a   society   that   provides   justice  
for   all.   

Whereas   many   people   think   of   sexual   ethics   as   a   purely   individual   matter,   in   reality,  
people’s   experience   of   sexuality   and   their   decisions   about   it   never   occur   in   a   vacuum.   The  
racial-sexual   stereotypes   that   I   discuss   here,   along   with   the   unjust   social   structures   that   they  
justify,   limit   Black   women’s   opportunities   to   live   prosperous   lives   and   harm   their   physical   and  
mental   health.   In   the   area   of   sexuality,   the   toll   is   heavy,   including   greater   vulnerability   to  
HIV/AIDS,   decreased   access   to   reproductive   health   services   and   neonatal   care,   and   the   greater  
hurdles   faced   by   Black   rape   complainants   than   by   White   ones   in   the   criminal   justice   system.1   



 
Images   of   the   Perfect   Black   Woman:   Perfectly   Good,   Perfectly   Bad   
 

The   American   imagination   is   peopled   with   a   handful   of   images   of   Black   women.   This  
family   of   stereotypes,   all   useful   to   the   dominant   White   culture   that   spawned   them,   includes   fat,  
old   Mammy   with   the   rag   around   her   head;   Jezebel   in   her   provocatively   torn   dress;   the  
determined,   emasculating   Black   Matriarch;   and   the   weak-willed,   sly   Welfare   Queen,   out   for   all  
she   can   chisel   from   the   well-meaning,   naïve   taxpayer.   All   play   a   role   in   the   way   we   view   one  
another.   I   will   begin   with   the   older   images   of   the   Mammy   and   the   Jezebel   for   the   sake   of  
historical   depth,   then   focus   on   how   the   contemporary   images   of   the   Black   Matriarch   and   the  
Welfare   Queen   allow   Americans   to   demonize   the   poor   as   we   shape   public   policies.   

We   must   start   with   the   Mammy,   because   she   came   first   in   the   White   popular   imagination.  
The   most   positive   image   of   Black   womanhood   from   this   imagination   is   the   asexual,   overly  
nurturing   Mammy.   This   mythological   creation   does   not   want   freedom.   In   fact,   she   neglects   her  
own   kids   to   care   for   White   children   and   their   families.   Mammy   does   not   display   any   need   for  
sex:   this   perfect   Black   woman   focuses   totally   and   completely   on   White   people   and   their   needs.  
Mammy   is   fat,   an   excellent   cook   and   housekeeper,   and   above   all   loyal   to   her   (White)   family.   

Unlike   the   Mammy,   the   more   recently   invented   Black   Matriarch   does   not   forsake   her  
family   to   care   for   Whites.   She   runs   her   household   (with   or   without   a   man)   and   is   responsible   for  
the   moral   upbringing   of   her   own   children.   She   is   the   failed   Mammy   because   she   violates   the  
image   of   the   submissive,   hardworking   servant   of   White   masters,   even   when   she   is   in   fact   an  
employee   serving   the   needs   of   White   families.   The   Black   Matriarch   is   a   bane   to   the   American  
cultural   order   because   she   works   instead   of   tending   to   her   children.   But   she   has   brought   this  
upon   herself.   The   Black   Matriarch   is   single   because   she   is   overly   aggressive   and   unfeminine.  
She   emasculates   her   lovers   and   husbands,   who   then   refuse   to   marry   her   or   desert   her.2   Because  
she   is   a   single   working   mother,   she   cannot   supervise   her   children   and   contributes   to   their   lack   of  
success   in   school   and   in   society.   This   makes   the   Black   Matriarch   a   failure   to   her   own   Black  
community   as   well.   

The   Welfare   Queen   is   the   Matriarch’s   companion—the   bad   Black   mother.   She   drives   a  
white   Cadillac,   the   story   goes,   and   pays   for   her   steaks   with   food   stamps.   The   Welfare   Queen   is,  
like   the   Black   Matriarch,   a   failure   twice   over.   She   is   a   failed   Mammy   because   she   does   not   care  
for   her   own   children   (or   anyone   else’s),   and   she   is   a   failed   Matriarch   because   she   relies   on   the  
welfare   system   (the   rest   of   us)   to   support   her   family.   
 
Where   Did   They   Come   From?   
 

If   we   rely   on   the   popular   “historical”   accounts,   we   must   believe   that   Mammies   existed   in  
legion.   In   fact,   most   of   the   White   antebellum   evidence   for   Mammies   comes   from   fictional  
sources   and   romanticized   memoirs.   Catherine   Clinton’s   exhaustive   study    The   Plantation  



Mistress:   Woman’s   World   in   the   Old   South    shows   that   only   a   handful   of   women   actually   fit   the  
Mammy   image.3   Herbert   Gutman’s   research   also   reveals   that   the   prevalence   of   Mammies   has  
been   completely   distorted.4   He   found   that   there   were   few   older   Black   women   who   served   the  
role   of   Mammy   as   late   as   the   1880s,   when   Southern   memoirs   began   to   tout   her   presence   and  
importance.   Gutman   shows   that   most   domestic   workers   in   White   households   were   young   single  
girls   rather   than   mature   Black   women.   The   conditions   of   slavery   rarely   allowed   for   such   a   large  
old   woman   to   be   in   a   position   to   care   for   the   master’s   and   mistress’s   children.5   

The   stereotype   that   we   know   as   the   Black   Matriarch   first   received   wide   attention   with   the  
work   of   Daniel   Patrick   Moynihan’s   1965   government   report,    The   Negro   Family:   The   Case   for  
National   Action ,   better   known   as   the   Moynihan   Report.6   The   two   highly   respected   Black  
academics   on   whose   work   Moynihan   relied   had   seen   the   rise   of   the   strong   female   figure   in   Black  
society   as   the   result   of   racial   oppression   and   poverty.7   Moynihan   himself,   however,   labeled  
female-led   families   as   the   cause   of   Black   poverty   and   moral   depravity.   

One   of   Moynihan’s   sources   was   W.   E.   B.   Du   Bois,   a   founding   figure   in   American  
sociology,   who   published   The   Negro   American   Family   in   1908.   Du   Bois   painted   Black   enslaved  
women   as   victims   of   slavery:   depraved   mothers,   brutalized   sex   objects,   and   promiscuous.  
Discussing   the   Black   women   of   his   own   era,   he   focused   on   their   sexual   behavior,   pointing   to  
high   rates   of   illegitimacy   and   a   lack   of   chastity.8   Even   more   potent   ammunition   for   Moynihan’s  
viciously   drawn   image   of   the   Black   Matriarch   came   from   E.   Franklin   Frazier,   one   of   the   premier  
Black   sociologists   of   his   time.   Frazier   began   positively   in    The   Negro   Family   in   the   United   States ,  
published   in   1939,   stating,   “The   Negro   woman   as   wife   or   mother   was   the   mistress   of   her   cabin,  
and,   save   for   the   interference   of   master   and   overseer,   her   wishes   in   regard   to   mating   and   family  
matters   were   paramount.”   Further,   “neither   economic   necessity   nor   tradition   had   instilled   in   her  
the   spirit   of   subordination   to   masculine   authority.”9   Later,   in    The   Negro   in   the   United   States ,  
appearing   in   1949,   Frazier   described   Black   female-male   relationships   with   such   phrases   as  
“considerable   equality,”   “generally   equalitarian,”   “tradition   of   independence,”   “spirit   of  
democracy,”   and   “considerable   cooperation.”10   By   1957,   however,   in   examining   the   rise   of   the  
Black   middle   class,   Frazier   presented   wives   as   the   masters   of   their   husbands   and   essentially  
accused   Black   men   of   not   being   manly   enough.11   

Seizing   on   these   negative   portrayals,   Moynihan   labeled   Black   women   as   doubly   deviant:  
they   were   masculine,   and   they   were   unnaturally   superior.   He   portrayed   Black   men   as   deviant,  
effeminate,   and   passive.12   Moynihan   argued   that   female-headed   households,   which   were   more  
common   in   Black   communities,   were   the   cause   of   Black   poverty   and   moral   depravity.   Moynihan  
did   not   believe   that   Black   women   played   any   positive   role.   The   Welfare   Queen   of   all   colors   took  
her   place   on   the   American   stage   at   least   as   far   back   as   the   1976   presidential   campaign,   when  
Ronald   Reagan   conjured   her   up   to   personify   the   need   for   welfare   reform.   “She   has   80   names,   30  
addresses,   12   Social   Security   cards,   and   is   collecting   veteran’s   benefits   on   four   non-existing  
deceased   husbands,”   Reagan   would   say.   “She’s   got   Medicare,   getting   food   stamps   and   she   is  
collecting   welfare   under   each   of   her   names.   Her   tax-free   cash   income   alone   is   over   $150,000.”13   



The   stereotype   of   the   Welfare   Queen   spread   further   after   a   1986   CBS   special   report,   “The  
Vanishing   Family:   Crisis   in   Black   America,”   portrayed   the   Welfare   Queen   as   a   failed   Black  
Matriarch   who   is   depicted   as   the   domineering   female   head   of   the   American   Black   family.   Both  
figures   represent,   Bill   Moyers   told   us,   the   moral   corruption   of   Black   childbearing.   

 
Why   White   Society   Needs   the   Mammy,   the   Matriarch,   and   the   Welfare   Queen   
 

White   society   created   these   stereotypes,   and   they   persist   in   our   collective   imagination  
because   they   serve   a   purpose.   Mostly,   these   images   let   Whites   off   the   hook   for   the   injustices   of  
the   dominant   group—themselves.   The   image   of   the   Mammy   allows   Whites   to   praise   Blacks   who  
follow   her   contentedly   subservient   path   and   to   criticize   those   who   do   not.   Mammy   is   a  
super-mother,   but   she   conveys   an   ambiguous   message   about   motherhood:   to   be   the   perfect  
Mammy,   the   Black   woman   must   neglect   her   own   family.14   The   de-eroticized   Mammy   also  
provides   a   fantastic   facade   meant   to   disguise   White   men’s   sexual   exploitation   of   Black   women  
during   the   post–Civil   War   era.   Who   would   abuse   a   fat,   old   Black   woman?   She   is   “confirmation”  
that   White   men   did   not   find   Black   women   desirable.   This   convenient   fiction   allows   Whites   to  
overlook   the   living   proof   that   Blacks   and   Whites   were   reproducing   together.   More   recently,   the  
imagined   Mammy   has   served   the   needs   of   nostalgic   White   southerners   seeking   to   make   sense   of  
and   defend   slavery   and   segregation   by   creating   plantation   legends   featuring   a   bucolic,   idyllic  
society   filled   with   nurturing   Mammies   who   embraced   their   servitude   along   with   the   White  
children   they   raised.   The   stereotypes   place   the   perceived   moral   failures   of   Black   children   and  
Black   men   in   the   laps   of   Black   women.   

The   images   of   the   Black   Matriarch   and   the   Welfare   Queen   allow   us   to   feel   better   about  
cutting   back   the   help   that   we,   as   a   society,   give   to   poor   people.   These   false   images   open   the  
floodgates   for   theorizing   about   Black   poverty   as   an   affliction   passed   down   through   the  
generations.   Black   poverty   persists,   this   theory   has   it   (see   Moynihan,   Frazier,   and   Moyers),  
because   the   female   heads   of   Black   households   pass   down   the   alleged   values   or   lack   of   values  
that   “support”   poverty   from   one   generation   to   the   next.   From   the   viewpoint   of   an   elite   White  
male,   Black   children   lack   the   attention   and   care   allegedly   showered   on   middle-   and   upper-class  
White   children,   and   this   deficiency   retards   Black   children’s   achievement.   These   children   grow  
up   to   fail.   The   Black   Matriarch   and   the   Welfare   Queen   become   the   cause   of   all   social   problems  
because   of   their   singleness,   their   blackness,   and   their   children.   The   authors   of   the   1996   welfare  
reform   legislation,   those   whose   debate   shaped   the   legislation,   and   the   rhetoric   of   welfare   reform  
today,   all   vilify   these   mythical,   bad   Black   women.   

The   images   of   the   Black   Matriarch   and   Welfare   Queen   throttle   Black   life   into   narrow,  
haunting   spaces.   They   take   bits   of   Black   reality   and   transform   them   into   a   norm   of   immorality.  
These   two   stereotypes   divert   our   attention   from   structural   inequalities—economic,   political,   and  
social—that   affect   not   only   Black   mothers   and   their   children   but   all   of   us.   The   structural   causes  
of   poverty   are   many.   A   partial   list   includes   a   tax   system   designed   to   keep   and   grow   wealth   in   the  



hands   of   those   who   already   have   it   (Whites);   less   funding   for   education,   health   care,  
transportation,   housing,   infrastructure,   and   other   public   services   in   poor   areas;   and   a   justice  
system   tilted   for   the   haves   and   against   the   have-nots.   

But   belief   in   the   stereotypes   of   the   Welfare   Queen   and   the   Black   Matriarch   make   all   those  
problems   go   away.   If   you   agree   with   these   stereotypes,   the   public-policy   solution   becomes  
simple:   teach   good   values   in   the   home   and   anyone   can   rise   from   poverty.   Although   it   is  
important   to   teach   good   values   and   reinforce   those   values   throughout   our   lives,   this   is   not   the  
sole   or   even   best   response   to   the   structural   inequalities   that   spawn   poverty.   Blaming   Blacks   who  
are   poor   for   their   plight   and   using   Black   women’s   imagined   failure   as   mothers   and   wives   to  
explain   economic   apartheid   yokes   classism,   racism,   and   sexism   into   a   tight,   neat   package   that  
labels   Black   family   structures   deviant   because   they   fall   short   of   patriarchal   assumptions   about  
the   family   ideal.   

 
Religious   Roots   of   the   Demonization   of   the   Poor   
 

The   Mammy,   the   Black   Matriarch,   and   her   sister   the   Welfare   Queen   are   the   female   faces  
of   the   poor   in   America.   These   images,   combined   with   a   work   ethic   that   considers   wealth   a   sign  
of   God’s   grace   and   condemns   poverty   as   a   personal   failing,   added   to   the   American   cult   of   the  
individual,   create   a   noxious   stew   of   White   supremacist   ideology   that   infects   every   discussion   of  
public   policy   involving   the   poor   and   the   Black   in   the   United   States.   The   result   is   an   attitude   that  
considers   the   poor   and   the   Black   different   from   other   Americans:   less   responsible,   lazier,   more  
undisciplined,   less   able   to   make   the   right   decisions   for   themselves,   and   less   deserving   of  
society’s   consideration.   

The   foundation   of   the   belief   in   the   virtue   of   wealth   is   the   work   of   the   sixteenth-century  
theologian   and   Protestant   reformer   John   Calvin,   who   believed   that   we   achieve   the   Christian   life  
by   being   obedient   to   God.   For   Calvin,   obedience   includes   recognizing   that   God   has   given   us   our  
station   in   life.15   A   secular   version   of   Calvin   lives   on   today,   one   in   which   God   is   stripped   out:  
each   person   is   solely   responsible   for   her   or   his   place   in   the   social   order.   Although   there   are  
myriad   explanations   for   why   people   are   poor,   assumptions   about   the   lazy   poor   run   through  
public-policy   discussions   today,   even   though   Calvin   himself   may   not   have   been   that   harsh.16   

The   eighteenth-century   Enlightenment   thinkers   who   were   interested   in   understanding   the  
individual   separate   from   society   made   a   significant   contribution   to   the   religious   identity   of   many  
Protestants   in   the   United   States.   This   inheritance   is   a   sense   of   self   that   is   rooted   in   the  
Enlightenment   understanding   that   all   people   have   inherent   rights   and   that   each   person   is   an  
independent   unit.   But   the   Enlightenment   notion   of   the   self   has   evolved   into   a   rampant   sense   of  
individualism   that   stresses   personal   responsibility   and   despises   any   hint   of   dependency   (while  
refusing   to   recognize   the   benefits   that   the   government   lavishes   on   those   with   advantages).   This  
mean-spirited   duo   of   skewed   Calvinistic   and   Enlightenment   thinking   encourages   the   view   that  
government   is   a   necessary   evil   that   we   must   keep   from   cutting   into   our   personal   freedom.   



Calvin’s   emphasis   on   the   godly   nature   of   work,   combined   with   the   legacy   of   the  
Enlightenment,   formed   a   worldview   that   served   the   needs   of   the   eighteenth-   and  
nineteenth-century   Industrial   Revolution.   It   provided   the   industrializing   world   with   hardworking,  
thrifty   entrepreneurs   who   took   pride   in   and   derived   their   sense   of   self   from   being   driven   and  
prudent   businesspeople.   They   had   to   work   hard,   limit   their   consumption,   and   reinvest   their  
profits   to   produce   greater   wealth.   The   ability   to   do   this   required   a   strong   sense   of   duty   to   one’s  
work,   based   on   the   following   convictions:   work   gives   meaning   to   life;   hard   work   is   necessary  
and   one   should   give   work   the   best   of   one’s   time;   work   contributes   to   the   moral   worth   of   the  
individual   and   to   the   health   of   the   social   order;   wealth   is   a   major   goal   in   life;   leisure   is   both  
earned   by   work   and   prepares   one   for   it;   success   in   work   results   primarily   from   personal   effort;  
and   finally,   the   wealth   that   one   amasses   from   work   is   a   sign   of   God’s   favor.   We   are   inheritors   of  
a   work   ethic   that   has   abandoned   its   roots   in   the   individual’s   sense   of   community   to   trumpet   the  
value   of   the   independence   of   the   individual   from   the   community.   
 
Values   and   Policies   Today   
 

The   so-called   Protestant   work   ethic,   formed   from   the   views   of   Calvin,   Enlightenment  
thinkers,   and   the   demands   of   the   Industrial   Revolution,   remains   with   us,   and   recognizing   it   helps  
us   understand   many   contemporary   U.S.   public   policies.17   These   policies   grow   from   religious  
values   of   which   we   are   often   unaware   and   which   the   makers   of   these   policies   are   ill   equipped   to  
recognize   because   they   cannot   remember   what   they   never   knew.18   At   the   same   time,   in   a   more  
positive   vein,   the   Enlightenment   view   of   the   independent   self   and   the   Protestant   work   ethic   have  
helped   to   build   large   segments   of   our   culture   and   society.   They   have   aided   in   carving   out  
enormous   national   wealth   based   on   a   capitalist   economy.   And   these   beliefs   have   often   fueled  
movements   for   social   change,   including   the   Civil   Rights   Movement;   attempts   by   residents   of  
public   housing   complexes,   often   led   by   women,   to   take   back   and   define   their   living   spaces;   and  
movements   for   economic   empowerment   in   which   churches   set   up   independent   corporations   to  
address   community   problems.   These   movements   rest,   to   varying   degrees,   on   the   values   of   hard  
work   and   thrift   and   the   dignity   and   worth   of   the   individual.   

The   difference   between   these   movements   and   the   view   that   government   is   a   necessary  
evil   lies   in   their   conception   of   the   proper   relationship   between   the   individual   and   society.   These  
movements   yearn   for   a   robust,   inclusive,   interdependent   society.   In   many   dispossessed  
communities,   the   notion   of   personal   freedom   remains   a   utopian   folly:   constraints   are   everywhere.  
In   sharp   contrast,   those   who   see   government   as   a   necessary   evil   attempt   to   limit   and   direct   its  
scope   in   ways   that   have   stunted   the   daily   lives   of   poor   people,   to   the   point   where   many   Black  
folk   see   current   public   policies   as   attempts   at   genocide.   Efforts   to   limit   the   size   of   government  
fall   punitively   on   poor   people   because   they   deprive   those   most   in   need   of   teachers,   doctors,   food,  
child   care,   public   transport,   and   other   necessities.   The   Welfare   Queen   and   her   children   are   at   the  



mercy   of   public   policies   that   stress   equality   and   personal   liberty,   as   if   our   societal   playing   field  
were   equitable   and   fair,   with   equal   access   to   goods   and   services   for   all.   

But   we   have   become   an   intensely   stratified   nation   economically.   The   top   10   percent   of  
U.S.   households   owns   over   71   percent   of   this   nation’s   wealth.19   The   top   1   percent   of   families  
owns   slightly   more   than   34   percent   of   this   nation’s   wealth.   At   the   other   end   of   the   spectrum,  
under   the   1996   welfare   reforms,   a   family   of   three   (a   mother   with   two   children   under   age   18)  
qualifies   for   federal   cash   assistance   if   its   gross   income   is   below   $784   a   month   and   its   assets   are  
worth   less   than   $1,000.   There   is   a   four-year   lifetime   limit   on   receiving   assistance   from   this  
program,   and   work   is   a   major   component,   with   the   hope   that   it   will   help   recipients   gain   the  
experience   needed   to   find   a   job   and   become   self-sufficient.20   

 
Public-Policy   Making   
 

The   inequities   of   our   system   are   no   accident.   Public   policies   reflect   our   national   value  
judgments.   Our   decision   as   a   society   to   hold   the   poor   morally   responsible   for   their   plight   is   a  
gruesome   and   death-dealing   one.   The   poor   in   U.S.   culture   are   alternately   ignored,   rendered  
faceless,   and   labeled   undeserving;   or   considered   an   eyesore,   their   own   worst   enemy,   or   simply  
down   on   their   luck.   When   we   do   see   the   face   of   the   poor,   it   is   often   the   face   of   the   Black  
Matriarch   or   the   Welfare   Queen.   Both   stereotypes   played   a   tremendous   (sub)conscious   role   in  
the   minds   of   those   crafting   the   1996   welfare   reforms.   We   know   this   from   the   language   that   they  
used.   The   degrading   stereotypes   of   Black   women   reassure   us   that   poverty   is   a   glitch,   a   bump   in  
the   road   that   does   not   contradict   the   grand   narrative   of   progress   and   success   that   fuels   our  
culture.   The   message   is   that   we   must   simply   work   harder   to   reap   the   benefits   that   are   there   for  
the   taking.   This   attitude   prevents   us   from   considering   the   possibility   that   we   live   in   a  
socioeconomic   system   that   is   structured   to   ensure   inequality   but   touts   an   alleged   openness   to   all.  
If   we   question   the   status   quo,   we   might   choose   to   contest   it,   and   a   challenge   would   not   serve   the  
needs   of   those   who   benefit   from   our   system’s   structural   inequities.   

Our   culture   suffers   from   the   enormous   impact   of   market   forces   on   everyday   life.  
Neoliberal   economics,   with   its   emphasis   on   limiting   government   intervention   in   the   domestic  
economy   and   its   focus   on   lessening   restrictions   on   business   operations   and   property   rights,   is  
now   the   order   of   the   day.   This   philosophy   places   the   interests   of   those   who   own   or   manage  
corporations   and   wealth   at   the   center   of   all   major   public-policy   considerations.   Although   this  
approach   has   a   new   name   today,   it   has   prevailed   in   the   United   States   for   most   of   our   history.   We  
see   its   constraints   when   we   look   at   who   can   get   and   afford   adequate   health   care,   when   we   see  
employment   patterns   that   show   discrimination   by   race   and   gender,   when   we   recognize   how  
limited   the   access   to   affordable   housing   is,   and   when   we   note   the   lack   of   public   transportation  
systems   that   address   the   needs   of   citizens.   This   tumble-down   (versus   trickle-down)   economic  
reality   exists   amid   a   mix   of   racist,   sexist,   and   classist   ideologies   that   mask   the   morally   bankrupt  
economic   system   of   the   United   States.   These   deadly   ideologies   disguise   the   fact   that   the   majority  



of   the   poor   and   those   on   welfare   are   White.21   Policy   makers   view   and   present   inner-city  
neighborhoods,   largely   inhabited   by   darker-skinned   racial   and   ethnic   groups,   as   sites   of  
pathology   and   hopelessness.   They   ignore   rural   areas,   which   are   largely   inhabited   by   Whites,   or  
paint   them   with   the   pastoral   gloss   of   rugged   individualism   and   as   the   last   vestige   of   true  
Americana.   

Our   views   of   welfare   and   welfare   reform   grow   from   downright   incorrect   views   of   life   in  
America.   The   previous   welfare   law   needed   reform   because   it   did   not   adequately   require   or  
provide   opportunities   for   work   and   parental   caretaking   to   help   families   to   get   off   the   rolls.  
Indeed,   it   often   locked   families   into   dependency   that   could,   but   did   not   necessarily,   become  
generational.   But   the   myth   that   led   to   the   welfare   reforms   of   1996   was   that   of   the   Black  
Matriarch   and   the   Welfare   Queen,   with   their   irresponsible   sexual   activity,   childbearing,   and  
childrearing   and   their   female-headed   households.   Thus   the   reforms   were   intended   to   reduce   the  
number   of   out-of-wedlock   pregnancies   and   promote   the   formation   and   maintenance   of  
two-parent   families   in   poor   communities,   rather   than   to   address   the   structural   problems   that  
hobble   the   ability   of   poor   people   to   get   and   keep   jobs   and   take   care   of   their   children   at   the   same  
time—problems   like   bad   schools   and   no   affordable   day   care   centers.   

Our   views   of   what   we   think   the   poor   are   like   make   it   easy   to   stereotype   poor   Black  
women   as   Welfare   Queens.   We   have   created   a   society   that   simply   refuses   to   care   beyond   our  
narrow   self-interests.   We   are   not   even   concerned   enough   to   recognize   that   welfare-reform   efforts  
are   doomed   if   we   craft   them   to   fit   the   familiar   stereotypes   and   abstractions.   To   speak   of   “the  
poor”   in   U.S.   society   is   to   lump   together   highly   diverse   groups   of   people   who   need   different  
kinds   of   help.   The   single   White   woman   with   a   baby   and   no   high   school   diploma;   the   elderly  
Black   man   living   on   his   Social   Security   checks;   the   strong   young   man   who   cannot   hold   a   job  
because   he   is   developmentally   disabled;   the   middle-aged   factory   worker   whose   skills   have   been  
swamped   by   the   onrushing   twenty-first-century   economy—these   are   some   of   America’s   poor.  
Some   will   need   public   assistance   only   briefly;   others   will   always   need   our   help.   Some   need   cash  
aid   or   food   stamps;   others   need   job   training   or   doctor   visits,   or   a   way   to   get   to   the   doctor’s   office.  
Welfare   is   a   set   of   complex   and   interlocking   dynamics   that   combine,   at   bare   minimum,  
education,   jobs,   housing   and   homelessness,   crime,   addictions,   race,   gender,   class,   health   care,  
and   geography.   As   long   as   policy   makers   try   to   formulate   a   single   policy   to   deal   with   the   poor,  
they   will   fail,   because   they   will   not   be   addressing   the   structural   problems   that   create   poverty.   The  
fallout   for   our   society   and   many   of   its   members   will   continue   to   be   disastrous.   

The   bottom   line   is:   can   these   reforms,   built   on   mean-spiritedness,   self-interest,  
stereotypes,   and   political   expediency,   enhance   the   lives   of   those   who   are   living   in   whirlpools   of  
catastrophe?   The   religious   values   of   justice   and   love   contradict   public   policies   that   require  
low-income   and   poor   people   to   bear   the   weight   of   balancing   the   budget.   Policy   makers   slash  
social   spending   on   welfare   and   education   while   promoting   tax   cuts   for   the   wealthy   that   have   sent  
the   federal   debt   spiraling   beyond   $11   trillion.   Our   religious   values   ask,   What   do   politicians   mean  
when   they   argue   for   tax   cuts,   Charitable   Choice,   the   Defense   of   Marriage   Act,   the   Contract   with  



the   American   Family   and   its   predecessor   the   Contract   with   America,   charter   schools,   and  
empowerment   zones?   The   latest   assault   on   welfare   recipients   is   a   strategy   that   political  
leaders—Democrat   and   Republican—are   using   to   shift   attention   away   from   the   government’s  
redistribution   of   wealth   to   the   rich   through   tax   cuts,   attempts   to   dismantle   Social   Security,   and  
pandering   to   big   business   (e.g.,   the   Deficit   Reduction   Act   of   2005).22   Left   behind   as   political  
fodder   in   this   race   to   help   the   wealthy   are   the   Welfare   Queen,   her   children,   and   many   of   her  
friends.   

 
Building   a   Just   Society   
 

I   have   examined   the   sources   of   the   religious   values   at   the   core   of   American   policies   that  
harm   people   in   need,   including   the   identification   of   the   individual   as   an   independent   unit,   the  
emphasis   on   personal   responsibility,   and   the   disgust   at   dependency.   We   have   seen   how   these  
values   protect   us   from   facing   the   structural   evil   created   over   generations   that   has   resulted   in  
inequities   in   our   society.   These   values   encourage   us   to   label   the   victims   irresponsible   (at   best)  
and   to   shrug   off   any   responsibility   of   our   own.   In   the   face   of   these   injustices,   we   must   form  
public   policies   that   move   beyond   the   notion   that   government   must   work   through   individuals   who  
care   about   themselves   first   and   foremost.   We   need   public   policies   that   offer   strategies   more  
complex   than   the   incremental   conversion   of   individual   souls.   As   a   society,   we   concentrate   far   too  
much   on   individual   morality.   We   discuss   pieces   of   the   social   structure   that   we   want   to   change  
rather   than   examining   the   structure   in   its   entirety.   Religious   values   led   us   into   this   situation,   and  
they   also   offer   us   a   way   to   consider   that   structure   ethically,   in   its   entirety,   and   to   work   our   way  
toward   the   creation   of   a   more   just   society   for   all.   

Perhaps   one   reason   we   remain   skeptical   of   the   government’s   ability   to   do   much   about  
poverty   is   that   our   theological   worldviews   do   not   offer   us   much   of   an   alternative,   either.   And   yet,  
viewing   the   self   as   the   center   of   the   universe   actually   turns   the   Christian   Gospel   on   its   head.  
Moreover,   the   Bible   hardly   supports   the   notion   embedded   in   welfare   reform   that   a   person   must  
first   earn   merit   (meet   an   obligation)   before   being   accepted   (receiving   an   entitlement).   The  
Christian   faith   is   built   on   God’s   grace.   For   Protestants,   this   grace   is   not   rare   and   does   not   have   to  
be   earned;   it   is   constant   and   free.   One   is   accepted   first   (the   entitlement),   and   then   one   follows  
with   a   life   of   joyous   (but   sometimes   cranky)   response   (obligation).   

If,   however,   we   see   ourselves   as   the   independent   Enlightenment   self,   refusing   to   yoke   our  
identities   and   concerns   into   the   community,   we   will   never   be   able   to   engage   in   democratic  
politics   with   a   spirit   of   justice   or   peace.   If   we   remain   absorbed   in   the   consumer   market,   we   will  
be   unable   to   offer   any   genuine   alternative   to   the   way   public   policy   has   been   formed;   instead,   we  
will   continue   to   make   and   accept   political   deals.   We   will   continue   to   lose   our   essence,   that   is,   a  
genuine   power   arising   from   our   desire   for   salvation.   We   will   be   even   more   complicit   with   the  
dominant   political   powers,   for   religious   folk   and   religious   discourse   and   religion   itself   will   no  



longer   be   the   sigh   of   the   oppressed   or   the   heart   of   the   world   without   a   heart,   as   Karl   Marx   said   so  
well.   

As   we   engage   in   public-policy   debates,   we   often   lose   track   of   the   fact   that   although  
Calvin   viewed   the   world   as   sinful,   his   ethic   is   also   one   of   grateful   obedience   that   leads   to  
self-denial.   He   held   together   love   of   God   and   love   of   neighbor,   calling   for   us   to   extend   charity   to  
our   neighbor   and   to   share   with   that   person   our   blessings.   For   Calvin,   neighbors   include   those   we  
do   not   know   and   those   we   consider   to   be   enemies.   

When   it   comes   to   work,   the   work   ethic,   and   public-policy   making,   we   would   do   well   to  
incorporate   other   elements   of   Calvin’s   work   ethic:   work   as   a   calling   or   vocation   rather   than  
simply   a   career   or   job,   and   work   in   service   to   others   and   not   only   for   our   own   self-fulfillment.  
We   should   acknowledge   that   work   does   not   give   us   our   basic   identity   or   meaning;   this   comes  
from   our   relationships   with   God,   from   the   world   around   us,   and   from   the   people   in   it.   

Building   on   Calvin,   three   basic   public-policy   questions   emerge.   The   first   two,   What   kind  
of   society   do   we   want?   and   What   sort   of   people   do   we   need   to   be   to   achieve   this   society?  
dominate   current   public-policy   debates   and   decisions.   They   are,   unsurprisingly,   based   on   the  
conception   of   the   individual   as   an   independent   being   who   should   take   responsibility   for   his   or  
her   situation   despite   the   structural   inequalities   in   our   society.   These   two   questions   are   vital   for  
our   lives   together,   but   they   do   not   go   far   enough.   It   is   the   third   question   that   helps   to   balance   and  
enrich   public-policy   formation:   What   kinds   of   social   structures   do   we   need   to   help   form   people  
to   make   the   society   we   want   to   live   in?   This   last   question   pushes   beyond   a   concentration   on   the  
self   and   individual   character   to   include   an   examination   of   social   institutions   and   structural  
change.   It   also   recognizes   our   individual   responsibility   to   one   another   and   to   our   society   as   well  
as   to   ourselves.   

It   is   apt,   then,   to   add   another   set   of   religious   values   that   shape   public   policies   as   we  
answer   the   third   question,   about   shaping   ourselves   and   our   society.   One   of   the   earliest   words   we  
learn   in   church   is   “love.”   We   take   great   delight   in   telling   the   story   that   love   can   lift   us,   that   Jesus  
loves   us,   that   Jesus   loves   all   the   little   children   of   the   world.   Yet   love   without   justice   is   asking   for  
trouble.   Justice   is   that   notion   that   each   of   us   has   worth,   and   that   each   of   us   has   the   right   to   have  
that   worth   recognized   and   respected.   In   short,   justice   lets   us   know   that   we   owe   one   another  
respect   and   the   right   to   personal   dignity.   

Justice   leads   to   public   policies   that   claim   rights   as   a   part   of   the   assertion   of   our   dignity.  
Justice   has   to   do   with   our   relationships   with   one   another.   It   leads   to   a   sense   of   caring   that   takes  
concrete   form   in   the   provision   of   accessible   and   affordable   health   care   and   child   care,   and   in   the  
development   of   urban   and   rural   infrastructures   that   promote   the   health,   safety,   and   well-being   of  
residents.   This   includes   public   transportation,   green   spaces   for   recreation   and   exercise,   and  
zoning   policies   that   support   neighborhoods   and   communities.   It   recognizes   the   interdependence  
in   which   we   all   actually   live.   

Justice,   then,   is   more   than   giving   to   each   what   is   due   or   treating   all   cases   equally.   It  
requires   attention   to   our   diversities   and   particularly   to   those   people   most   marginalized.   Simply  



put,   justice   involves   uncovering,   understanding,   and   rejecting   oppression—that   is,   structural   evil.  
This   means   recognizing   the   privileges   and   benefits   that   come   a-waltzing   to   some   in   concert   with  
the   oppression   of   others.   The   point   is   fundamental   structural   transformation.   Reform   is   not  
enough.   

As   we   consider   notions   of   democracy   and   public   policy   within   conscious   religious  
frameworks,   we   need   to   make   explicit   our   conception   of   the   common   good   in   terms   of   how   we  
understand   it   from   our   various   religious   and   nonreligious   worldviews,   and   to   realize   that   we   will  
not   always   agree.   More   importantly,   for   those   of   us   who   are   middle-class   Christians,   we   need   to  
bring   the   poor   to   the   center   of   our   decision   making.   We   need   to   set   aside   our   images   of   Mammy,  
the   Black   Matriarch,   and   the   Welfare   Queen   and   engage   with   poor   people   to   develop   the  
questions   we   need   to   ask   about   the   common   good,   and   then   develop   strategies   to   achieve   it.   

I   envision   the   common   good   as   including   social   structures   that   benefit   all   people   in   an  
inclusive   and   democratic   social   and   moral   order.   This   society   would   include   accessible   and  
affordable   health   care,   a   just   political   system   that   holds   all   people   to   the   same   law,   a   fair  
educational   system,   effective   and   non-discriminatory   public   safety,   a   clean   environment,   and   an  
effective   and   humane   social   welfare   system.   The   common   good   calls   us   to   think   more   deeply   and  
strategically   about   our   conceptions   of   community.   Rather   than   community   shaped   by  
competition   and   domination,   community   can   be   a   site   of   strength   and   meaning   that   helps   citizens  
take   an   active   role   in   society.   This   understanding   of   community   embraces   individualism   by  
encouraging   self-definition   and   self-determination   but   always   in   the   context   of   the   larger  
community’s   defining   and   shaping   of   the   common   good.   

Such   a   conceptual   shift   requires   that   we   recognize   the   ways   in   which   each   of   us   takes   on  
powerful   roles   and   powerless   ones   at   different   times   and   in   varying   circumstances.   In  
recognizing   the   myriad   views   that   we   adopt   with   our   different   roles,   we   may   begin   to   see   that  
where   we   stand   offers   only   a   partial   perspective   on   the   world.   We   are   unable   to   perceive   absolute  
truth,   but   as   individuals   working   together,   we   can   share   our   perspectives   as   we   participate   in  
constructing   the   common   good,   one   that   does   not   grow   from   the   demonizing   stereotypes   of   the  
White   supremacist   worldview.   

Establishing   and   maintaining   the   common   good   requires   all   of   our   cooperation,   and   this  
demanding   task   is   part   of   what   genuine   democracy   is   about.   To   settle   for   a   weak   democratic  
system   that   runs   roughshod   over   people   is   to   reconcile   ourselves   to   structural   evil.   Our   diversity  
helps   us   in   our   quest   for   a   rich   and   vital   common   good,   because   within   it   we   understand   the   need  
for   each   of   us   to   hear   other   perspectives   if   we   are   to   “see”   more   fully   the   world   around   us   and  
how   we   are   shaping   it.   This   is   a   very   different   stance   from   one   that   rests   on   the   independent   self  
as   the   center   of   the   universe   or   the   Welfare   Queen   as   an   accurate   depiction   of   Black   women   and  
Black   culture.   It   is   very   different   from   a   society   that   demonizes   Black   women   who   leave   the  
home   to   earn   money   to   support   their   children,   shames   Black   women   who   stay   home   and   accept  
public   assistance   to   feed   their   families,   condemns   as   emasculating   those   Black   women   who   take  



on   the   burden   of   heading   up   their   families   and   their   communities,   and   defines   Black   women   by  
their   sexuality   and   their   breeding   ability.   

Rather   than   settling   for   half-truths   and   inaccurate   information,   we   commit   to  
understanding   the   sometimes   harsh   realities   of   life   in   the   United   States.   Instead   of   negative  
competition   that   seeks   to   dominate   and   win   at   all   costs,   in   achieving   the   common   good   we  
practice   a   competition   that   pushes   all   of   us   toward   excellence   and   growth.   This   competition  
builds   a   vital   and   healthy   social   order   rather   than   one   that   can   fall   like   a   house   of   cards   under   the  
unrelenting   pressure   of   capitalism’s   market   forces.   In   this   contest,   we   shift   our   perspective   just  
enough   to   realize   that   we   are   members   of   the   same   community,   the   same   society,   and   that   we   can  
respect   and   value   individual   freedom   and   pursue   those   goals   we   hold   in   common.   

Traditionally,   society   gives   us   a   choice:   to   submit   either   to   religious   values   focused   on  
private   character   or   to   those   that   stress   public   morality.   There   is   at   least   one   other   option:   find   a  
healthier   ground   where   we   can   craft   a   creative,   progressive,   and   inclusive   space   for   everyone.  
This   space   would   demand   the   best   from   us   as   individuals;   this   space   would   expect   nothing   less  
than   attempts   by   all   of   us,   as   a   group,   to   create   a   just   society.   
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Early   Christianity,   Slavery,   and   Women’s   Bodies   -   Jennifer   A.   Glancy   
 

Early   Christian   practices   of   slaveholding   disturb   me.   I   began   to   write   about   slavery   in  
early   Christianity   because   I   wanted   to   know   how   it   could   happen   that,   twenty   centuries   ago,   my  
fellow   Christians   saw   nothing   wrong   with   owning   slaves.   In   the   course   of   my   research,   I  
encountered   the   writings   of   many   Christian   scholars   who   asserted   that   slavery   in   the   Roman  
Empire   wasn’t   that   bad.   I   knew   that   wasn’t   true.   Roman   slavery   was   different   in   significant  
respects   from   the   images   of   plantation   slavery   familiar   to   most   Americans.   Roman   slavery   was  
not   based   on   race,   for   example,   and   Romans   ultimately   freed   a   higher   percentage   of   their   slaves  
than   Americans.   Nonetheless,   Roman   slavery   was   brutal,   vicious,   and   dehumanizing—a   system  
of   corporal   or   bodily   control   sustained   by   violence   and   the   threat   thereof.   One   dehumanizing  
practice   common   in   the   Roman   Empire   as   well   as   the   Americas   was   the   treatment   of   slaves   as  
the   sexual   property   of   their   owners.   

For   generations   of   Christians,   identification   with   the   enslaved   Israelites   traveling   toward  
a   Promised   Land   of   freedom   has   been   a   liberating   strategy.   As   important   as   this   strategy  
continues   to   be,   I   think   it   is   also   important   to   deal   with   the   effect   of   slaveholding   on   early  
Christian   communities.   By   confronting   slaveholding’s   impact   on   these   communities,   we   can  
begin   to   expose   the   diffuse   but   pervasive   legacy   of   slaveholding   on   Christians   today—a   legacy  
that   also   insinuates   itself   more   broadly   into   American   civic   life.   Contemporary   Christians   find   it  
less   painful   to   recognize   slaves   among   the   first   followers   of   Jesus   than   to   acknowledge   the   role  
that   slaveholders   played   in   those   circles.   The   presence   of   slaves   in   the   first   Christian  
communities   does   not   pose   a   moral   challenge   to   Christians   today;   the   presence   of   slaveholders   in  
those   communities   does.   Why   expose   this   shameful   past?   Because   unrecognized,   trauma   does  
not   simply   disappear.   Understanding   the   dynamics   of   ancient   slavery,   especially   the   dynamic   of  
sexual   exploitation,   helps   us   recognize   the   lingering   impact   of   slavery   on   contemporary   Christian  
thought   and   practice.   

I   therefore   raise   a   series   of   difficult   questions.   What   did   Jesus   of   Nazareth   teach   about  
slavery?   Did   conversion   to   Christianity   have   any   impact   on   attitudes   about   slavery?   How   did   the  
treatment   of   slaves   as   sexual   property   affect   the   development   of   Christian   sexual   ethics?   And  
what   does   any   of   this   have   to   do   with   women’s   bodies   today?   

We   begin   with   the   teachings   of   Jesus   and   Paul,   teachings   that   carry   the   weight   of   biblical  
authority.   As   we   will   see,   Jesus   challenged   his   listeners   to   defy   the   status   hierarchies   of   his   day.  
Nevertheless,   his   teaching   did   not   directly   challenge   slaveholders   who   might   want   to   follow   him.  
Paul   proclaimed   a   gospel   of   freedom,   yet   his   writings   are   inflected   with   the   logic   of   slave  
relations.   Ancient   relationships   of   slavery   were   acted   out   at   a   bodily   level:   with   a   bold   gait   or   a  
hesitant   stride,   with   eyes   staring   boldly   ahead   or   head   lowered.   Children   learned   to   comport  
themselves   in   accordance   with   their   statuses,   slave   and   free.   Baptism   did   not   cancel   a   person’s  
lifelong   training   as   slave   or   free   any   more   than   it   canceled   lifelong   training   in   what   it   meant   to   be  
male   or   female.   Christian   slaveholders   continued   to   beat   their   slaves,   even   when   those   slaves  
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were   themselves   Christian.   These   slaveholders   also   persisted   in   exploiting   their   slaves   sexually.  
Ancient   Christian   theologians,   who   were   far   more   likely   to   be   slaveholders   than   slaves,  
demonstrated   little   if   any   awareness   of   the   sexual   vulnerabilities   of   slaves.   

Christian   indifference   to   the   sexual   exploitation   of   slaves   continues   to   play   itself   out   in  
various   ways   in   contemporary   churches   and,   more   broadly,   in   modern   American   society.   The  
impact   of   this   legacy   is   complex.   Effects   vary   for   persons   of   differing   social   status,   race,   and   age.  
For   example,   when   a   bishop   treats   a   priest   who   has   sexually   abused   a   child   as   a   wayward   sinner  
who   requires   forgiveness   and   restoration   to   the   clerical   community   while   ignoring   or   minimizing  
the   harm   done   to   the   child,   the   bishop’s   moral   choices   conform   to   the   priorities   of   an   ancient  
Christian   tradition   that   exhibited   scant   concern   for   those   who   were   unable   to   withhold   consent   to  
sexual   activity.   In   a   different   vein,   American   society   often   denies   persons   of   low   social   status   the  
basic   right   to   protect   their   own   bodies.   Many   Americans   view   sexual   violence   in   prisons,   for  
example,   as   an   ordinary   component   of   state-mandated   punishment   rather   than   a   violation   of  
human   rights.   I   hope   that   recognition   of   the   pernicious   impact   of   slaveholding   on   some   of   our  
typically   unquestioned   values   and   practices   helps   move   us   toward   a   sexual   ethics   that   promotes  
the   dignity   of   every   person.   In   particular,   I   hope   that   Christian   communities   muster   the   resources  
to   acknowledge   the   insidious   impact   of   slavery   on   Christian   sexual   ethics   and   to   work   to  
eradicate   the   rotten   fruits   of   that   legacy.   I   will   return   to   the   implications   of   early   Christian  
slaveholding   for   feminist   sexual   ethics   at   the   close   of   this   chapter.   

 
Jesus,   Paul,   and   Slavery   
 

The   Galilee,   where   Jesus   grew   up,   was   dominated   by   Rome   in   the   first   century.   Slavery  
existed   in   Galilee,   just   as   it   existed   throughout   the   Roman   Empire.   Although   we   do   not   have  
enough   information   to   reconstruct   the   exact   extent   of   slavery   in   the   Galilee,   Jesus’   parables  
suggest   that   he   was   familiar   with   practices   of   slavery   common   throughout   the   empire.   Jesus,   who  
relied   on   imagery   of   fishing   and   agriculture   in   his   parables,   also   relied   on   imagery   of   slaves   and  
slaveholders.   Paul,   the   most   important   writer   of   the   first   Christian   generation,   likewise   exhibits  
familiarity   with   the   institution   of   slavery.   Jesus   was   acquainted   with   rural   patterns   of   slavery;  
Paul   was   acquainted   with   urban   ones.   Neither   Jesus   nor   Paul   issues   verdicts   on   the   sexual   use   of  
slaves.   Given   the   centrality   of   Scripture   to   the   lives   and   teachings   of   Christian   communities,   we  
will   consider   some   key   New   Testament   teachings   related   to   slavery.   

Although   Jesus   taught   his   followers   to   humble   themselves,   he   did   not   condemn   the  
institution   of   slavery.   He   did   not   grant   slaves   license   to   flee   slavery.   He   urged   his   followers   to   act  
as   slaves,   not   to   liberate   them.   Jesus   taught,   “Whoever   wishes   to   be   first   among   you   must   be  
slave   of   all.”1   With   this   simple   saying,   he   broke   with   the   norms   of   the   society   in   which   he   lived.  
Jesus   related   this   teaching   to   the   example   of   his   own   service   and   death:   “For   the   Son   of   Man  
came   not   to   be   served   but   to   serve,   and   to   give   his   life   as   a   ransom   for   many.”2   The   Gospel   of  
John,   although   it   does   not   include   this   saying,   narrates   an   episode   that   embodies   its   message.  
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According   to   John,   Jesus,   in   the   hours   before   his   betrayal,   washed   his   disciples’   feet   and  
instructed   them   that   they   must   likewise   serve   one   another.   “So   if   I,   your   Lord   and   Teacher,   have  
washed   your   feet,   you   also   ought   to   wash   one   another’s   feet.   For   I   have   set   you   an   example,   that  
you   also   should   do   as   I   have   done   to   you.”3   Foot   washing   was   a   chore   assigned   to   one   of   the  
least   regarded   slaves   in   a   household,   a   role   often   played   by   women.   By   washing   his   friends’   feet  
at   the   meal   where   he   predicted   his   betrayal   by   one   of   those   friends,   Jesus   defied   the   hierarchical  
and   gender   norms   of   his   day.   He   embodied   the   part   of   the   slave   of   all,   a   slave   who   desired   “not   to  
be   served   but   to   serve,   and   to   give   his   life   as   a   ransom   for   many.”   

John   sets   the   scene   for   the   foot   washing.   Imagine:   Jesus   leaves   the   place   where   he  
reclines   at   the   table.   He   strips   himself.   He   wraps   himself   in   a   towel,   a   towel   he   then   uses   to   dry  
feet.   When   he   finishes   serving   his   followers,   he   dresses   himself   in   his   familiar   garments   and  
resumes   his   comfortable   place   at   the   table.   The   Beloved   Disciple   settles   against   him.   To   an  
ancient   audience   familiar   with   the   practice   of   slavery,   the   image   of   a   man   kneeling   to   wash   other  
men’s   feet   graphically   pictured   Jesus’   exhortation   to   his   followers   to   imitate   him   by   abasing  
themselves.   

When   I   presented   a   draft   of   this   chapter   to   the   feminist   theology   group   that   meets   at   my  
church,   Jesus’   insistence   that   his   followers   should   act   as   slaves   elicited   the   sharpest   discussion.  
We   are   a   group   of   professionals   and   business-women,   mostly   White   women   and   a   few  
African-American   women;   some   are   Episcopalian,   some   Presbyterian,   some   Roman   Catholic,  
and   some   with   no   use   for   organized   religion.   Our   group   includes   women   who   struggle   with  
addiction   and   women   haunted   by   childhood   abuse,   both   physical   and   sexual.   Embracing   the  
promise   of   a   community   without   masters,   some   women   spoke   of   the   importance   of   participating  
in   a   community   where   all   took   turns   washing   feet.   They   spoke   of   what   it   meant   to   them   to   wash  
feet   and,   even   more,   to   have   their   own   feet   washed.   “Through   love   become   slaves   to   one  
another,”   Paul   instructs   in   his   letter   to   the   Galatians.4   A   number   of   women,   however,   expressed  
alienation   from   this   teaching.   After   long   struggles   to   define   themselves   apart   from   subordination  
and   violence,   it   was   too   painful   to   embrace   a   self-image   as   a   slave.   Although   I   think   that   in  
Jesus’   cultural   context   his   instruction   to   become   a   slave   of   all   subverted   hierarchical  
relationships,   I   am   sympathetic   to   those   who   are   troubled   by   the   teaching.   

Despite   the   negative   associations   of   the   image   for   many   feminists,   I   focus   on   the   image  
of   Jesus   kneeling   to   wash   feet   in   order   to   introduce   the   idea   that   ancient   slavery   was   an  
embodied   practice.   As   such,   slavery   was   unquestioned   in   everyday   life.   Slavery   conditioned  
bodies   and   perceptions   of   bodies.   Individuals   were   trained   at   a   basic   level   to   stand,   walk,   and  
negotiate   the   world   either   as   slaves   or   as   free   persons.   A   slaveholder   who   beat   a   slave   did   not  
consciously   weigh   the   morality   of   her   behavior.   Slaveholders,   like   husbands   and   fathers,   were  
expected   to   maintain   order   and   decorum   in   their   households.   They   used   violence   to   do   so.   Jesus’  
commandment   to   his   followers   to   be   slaves   to   one   another   was   countercultural   because   it   urged  
them   to   adopt,   consciously   and   voluntarily,   the   manner   of   a   despised   slave.   
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As   I   think   about   ways   that   bodies   are   trained   to   act   out   social   roles,   I   rely   on   the   concept  
of    habitus ,   a   concept   I   borrow   from   sociologist   Pierre   Bourdieu.   He   was   concerned   with   what   he  
called   the   logic   of   practice:   ordinary   and   invisible   operations   by   which   a   society   perpetuates  
itself.   Bourdieu   adopted   the   Latin   word    habitus .   In   Latin,    habitus    refers   to   various   dimensions   of  
self-presentation:   demeanor,   bearing,   expression,   and   posture,   as   well   as   manner   of   dress,  
especially   mode   of   dress   appropriate   for   a   particular   social   status.   For   Bourdieu,    habitus    is  
“embodied   history,   internalized   as   a   second   nature   and   forgotten   as   history.”5   

What   kind   of   knowledge   is   carried   in   the   body?   The   knowledge   of   how   loudly   to   laugh   at  
a   superior’s   joke,   of   how   to   braid   hair   (in   one   plait   or   many),   of   how   to   move   through   a   crowd   to  
avoid   or   attract   attention—unquestioned   things   we   seem   to   know   instinctively.   Through    habitus  
a   person   is   socialized,   Bourdieu   writes,   “as   an   eldest   son,   an   heir,   a   successor,   a   Christian,   or  
simply   as   a   man   (as   opposed   to   a   woman).”6   In   other   words,   we   carry   knowledge   in   our   bodies.  
Feminist   philosopher   Linda   Martín   Alcoff   applies   parallel   logic   to   the   knowledge   that   gendered  
and   raced   bodies   carry   in   American   society.   “Greetings,   handshakes,   choices   made   about   spatial  
proximity,”   she   writes,   “all   reveal   the   effects   of   racial   awareness,   the   assumptions   of   solidarity   or  
hostility,   the   presumptions   of   superiority,   or   the   protective   defenses   one   makes   when   one  
routinely   encounters   a   misinterpretation   or   a   misunderstanding   of   one’s   intentions.”7   I   find   the  
concept   of   embodied   knowledge   helpful   as   I   think   about   the   ways   that   the   practice   of  
slaveholding   affected   the   development   of   Christian   sexual   ethics.   

“Slaves,   obey   your   earthly   masters   in   everything,”   writes   the   author   of   the   Epistle   to   the  
Colossians.8   What   were   the   implications   of   this   mandate   for   a   believing   slave   whose   owner  
expected   sexual   access?   We   have   no   way   to   answer   this   troubling   question   directly.   There   is   no  
reason   to   think   that   slave-holders   who   were   not   church   members   had   any   motivation   to   modify  
their   sexual   behavior   with   Christian   slaves.   Perhaps   some   first-and   second-century   Christian  
slaveholders   understood   the   gospel   to   require   them   to   refrain   from   sexual   activity   with   slaves,  
although   no   early   Christian   sources   prescribe   such   a   change   in   behavior.9   Passages   enjoining  
slaves   to   obey   their   owners   also   appear   in   the   Epistle   to   the   Ephesians,   1   Timothy,   and   Titus,   all  
letters   attributed   to   the   apostle   Paul.10   I   agree   with   the   majority   of   New   Testament   scholars   who  
dispute   the   attribution   of   these   letters   to   Paul.   They   are   part   of   the   New   Testament   canon,   but  
they   are   inconsistent   with   Paul’s   teachings   in   letters   universally   accepted   as   authentic.   In   his  
Letter   to   the   Galatians,   Paul   proclaimed   a   new   creation,   no   longer   defined   by   the   categories   of  
the   old   creation.   Paul   writes,   “For   those   who   are   in   Christ   there   is   neither   Jew   nor   Greek,   neither  
slave   nor   free,   not   male   and   female.”11   

But   as   Paul   continues   his   argument   in   Galatians,   he   relies   on   the   imagery   of   slavery.   He  
develops   an   elaborate   allegory   based   on   distinctions   between   the   free   body   of   the   matriarch  
Sarah,   Abraham’s   wife,   and   the   enslaved   body   of   her   slave   Hagar.   The   story   is   from   the   Book   of  
Genesis.   Barren,   Sarah   gives   Hagar   to   Abraham   as   a   sexual   surrogate.   Hagar   bears   Abraham   a  
son,   Ishmael.   After   Sarah   bears   her   own   son,   Isaac,   Hagar   and   Ishmael   are   abandoned   to   the  
desert.   In   Paul’s   allegorical   interpretation,   Hagar   symbolizes   “the   present   Jerusalem,”   that   is,   the  
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Jerusalem   church,   while   Sarah   symbolizes   “the   Jerusalem   above.”   Although   the   details   of   Paul’s  
allegory   need   not   concern   us,   Sarah   and   Hagar   are   central   to   the   story   I   tell   in   this   essay,   and   we  
will   return   to   them,   to   the   imperious   slaveholder   and   the   frightened   slave.   For   now,   though,   I  
simply   want   to   point   out   the   tension   between   Paul’s   proclamation   of   an   end   to   the   distinction  
between   slave   and   free   and   his   subsequent   reliance   on   imagery   that   depends   on   a   distinction  
between   the   bodies   of   free   women   and   the   bodies   of   slave   women.   Paul’s   development   of   the  
Sarah-Hagar   allegory   does   not   explicitly   sanction   slavery.   He   does   not,   in   the   letters  
authentically   attributed   to   him,   dictate   a   one-sided   obedience   of   slaves   to   slaveholders.  
Nonetheless,   his   choice   of   imagery   suggests   that   the    habitus    of   slavery   imbues   his   thinking.   The  
figures   of   Hagar   and   Sarah   were   familiar   to   Paul   from   Scripture.   An   essential   reality   of   slavery  
evoked   by   the   story,   the   sexual   availability   of   enslaved   women,   was   also   familiar   to   Paul,   a  
citizen   of   the   Roman   Empire,   from   his   own   culture.   

Bourdieu’s   concept   of    habitus    helps   us   appreciate   why   it   was   difficult   for   the   first  
Christian   generations   to   recognize   slavery   as   a   moral   wrong.   John’s   narration   of   Jesus   washing  
feet   subverts   status   hierarchy,   but   it   relies   on   the    habitus    of   slavery   to   do   so.   Paul   preaches   a  
gospel   of   freedom,   but   he   expresses   this   message   in   images   that   repeat   embodied   patterns   of  
slave   relations.   These   men   simply   take   slavery   for   granted.   In   the   next   section,   we   consider   more  
thoroughly   the   sexual   exploitation   intrinsic   to   ancient   slavery.   We   also   consider   how   such  
exploitation   would   have   conditioned   the   bodies   of   women,   both   slave   and   free.   What   might   the  
instruction   to   “become   a   slave   to   all”   have   meant   to   a   woman,   free   or   slave?   Surely,   Jesus   did   not  
mean   that   women   should   make   themselves   sexually   available   to   all;   yet   for   many   women,   sexual  
exploitation   was   central   to   their   experiences   of   slavery.   

 
Slavery,   Freedom,   and   Women’s   Bodies   
 

Roman   culture   was   the   matrix   of   early   Christianity.   Thinking   about   the   effects   of   slavery  
on   Christian   bodies,   on   the   bodies   of   women   and   men,   of   slaves   and   freepersons,   requires  
awareness   of   the   sexual   dynamics   of   Roman   slavery.   In   order   to   help   us   visualize   the   corporal  
impact   of   slave   relations,   we   will   focus   on   a   character   well   known   to   ancient   audiences,   the  
Trojan   Queen   Hecuba.   Hecuba’s   reduction   to   slavery   brings   into   sharp   relief   the   contrast  
between   the   sexual   conditioning   of   free   bodies   and   of   slave   bodies.   

In   the   mid-first   century,   around   the   time   that   Paul   wrote   his   letters   to   Christian  
communities   from   Asia   Minor   to   Rome,   the   Roman   philosopher   and   playwright   Seneca  
composed   a   play   entitled   The   Trojan   Women.   The   plot   of   The   Trojan   Women   focuses   on   the   fate  
of   the   royal   women   of   Troy   who   become   captives   of   the   Greeks   after   the   final   defeat   of   the   city  
at   the   end   of   the   long   and   bitter   Trojan   War.   The   women,   like   other   war   captives   throughout  
antiquity,   are   destined   to   be   sold   as   slaves.   They   await   news   of   the   identities   of   their   new  
masters,   the   very   men   who   have   slaughtered   their   husbands,   sons,   and   brothers.   Hecuba,   Trojan  
queen,   addresses   the   women   of   the   vanquished   city   to   prepare   them   for   inevitable   enslavement.  
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She   speaks   to   her   companions   in   defeat:   “Let   the   crowd   expose   its   arms   in   readiness;   ungird   your  
breasts,   letting   fall   your   garments,   and   let   the   body   be   stripped   even   to   the   womb.   For   what  
marriage   do   you   cover   your   breasts,   O   captive   modesty   [ pudor ]?”12   Hecuba   declaims,   at   once  
appropriately   and   ironically,   with   royal   authority.   Shaping   her   elocution   is   a   lifetime   of   privilege,  
but   that   privilege,   with   Troy   itself,   is   burnt   to   ash.   The   women   to   be   distributed   as   booty   include  
Hecuba,   her   daughters,   and   her   widowed   daughters-in-law.   

Seneca   visually   dramatizes   reduction   of   status   by   contrasting   the   modest   dress   of   a   free  
woman   and   the   shameful   exposure   of   an   enslaved   woman.   Because   the   royal   Trojan   women   have  
lost   the   ability   to   shield   themselves   from   the   intrusive   gaze   and   touch   of   men,   Hecuba   charges  
them   to   bare   their   breasts.   Then,   she   sighs,   “There,   this   manner   of   dress   [ hic     habitus ]   satisfies  
me.”   The   training   and   habits   of   a   lifetime   shape   Hecuba’s   royal   countenance   as   she   commands  
her   subjects,   now   her   former   subjects.   A   garment   can   be   slipped   off   the   shoulders   and   knotted  
about   the   hips,   but   a   deeply   cultivated   habit   of   authority   cannot   be   so   easily   dropped.   Romans  
expected   that   they   should   be   able   to   recognize,   by   dress   and   other   details   of   a   woman’s  
self-presentation,   her   status.   According   to   Roman   law,   liability   for   an   insult   against   a   respectable  
young   woman   was   lessened   if   the   woman   was   dressed   in   a   manner   more   appropriate   to   a  
slave.13   Hecuba’s   words   are   thus   bitter.   The   royal   women   will   no   longer   dress   to   signify   sexual  
exclusiveness   but   rather   sexual   availability.   

In   Elaine   Fantham’s   translation,   Hecuba   directs   her   remarks   to   the   personification   of  
“captive   modesty.”   “Modesty”   is   Fantham’s   translation   of   the   Latin   word    pudor ,   a   word   that  
cannot   be   captured   in   a   single   English   word   or   phrase.14    Pudor    connotes   not   only   modesty   but  
also   a   sense   of   shame,   chastity,   an   awareness   of   what   is   proper,   and   attention   to  
propriety—especially   sexual   propriety   in   conduct,   dress,   and   speech.15    Pudor    evokes   not   only  
chastity   but   also   a   reputation   for   chastity.    Pudor    belongs   to   the   free   woman.   The   personification  
of   captive    pudor    to   whom   Hecuba   speaks   is   thus   a   paradoxical   creature,   for   the   slave,   in   elite  
Roman   eyes,   lacks    pudor .16   

Inability   to   maintain   corporal   integrity,   vividly   evoked   by   Hecuba   in   her   directions   to   the  
Trojan   women   to   disrobe,   characterizes   the   condition   of   a   slave.   An   elite   woman,   previously  
assured   that   her   status   protects   her   against   sexual   violation,   confronts   the   familiar   realities   of  
slavery   with   new   eyes.   She   no   longer   views   the   slave’s   sexual   availability   with   contempt   but  
with   horror.   As   slaves,   as   sexual   property,   the   Trojan   women   must   retrain   their   bodies,   exposing  
themselves   to   the   gaze   of   men   outside   their   own   families.   What   would   it   mean   to   become   the  
slave   of   all?   Consignment   to   the   category   of   slave   undermined   a   woman’s   claim   to   chastity  
( pudor ).   Even   an   enslaved   woman   who   avoided   sexual   use   by   her   owner   lacked   the   reputation  
essential   to    pudor .   The   fact   of   enslavement   cast   doubt   on   her   sexual   history.   The   freeing   of  
slaves   was   common   in   the   Roman   Empire,   far   more   common,   of   course,   than   reduction   of  
royalty   to   the   status   of   chattel.   Freed   slaves,   however,   did   not   enjoy   the   same   social   status   as  
freeborn   persons.   Their   bodies,   habituated   by   a   lifetime   of   slavery,   conveyed   a   sense   of  
continuing   subordination.   In   particular,   freedwomen,   who   had   been   vulnerable   in   their   youth   to  
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the   sexual   appetites   of   their   owners,   could   not   enjoy   the   same   reputation   for    pudor    enjoyed   by  
freeborn   women.   

Seneca   the   Elder,   the   father   of   the   philosopher   and   playwright   Seneca,   composed   a   series  
of   fictional   legal   disputes.   In   one   of   these   invented   debates,   an   elite   freeborn   woman’s   bid   for   a  
priesthood   was   challenged   because   she   had   been   kidnapped,   enslaved,   and   forced   to   display  
herself   in   a   brothel,   even   though   she   claimed   to   have   maintained   her   virginity,   in   the   end   by  
killing   an   armed   man   who   tried   to   force   her   to   have   sex—a   wildly   implausible   scenario.  
Although   the   woman   is   vindicated   by   the   trial,   the   arguments   of   her   detractors   illustrate   the  
widespread   ancient   perception   that   female   slaves   had   no   claim   to   chastity   ( pudor ).   The   detractors  
argued   that,   even   if   she   somehow   managed   to   avoid   defloration,   her   vulnerability   as   a   slave  
undermined   her   claims   to   sexual   purity:   “Do   you   regard   yourself   as   chaste   just   because   you   are  
an   unwilling   whore?—She   stood   naked   on   the   shore   to   meet   the   buyer’s   sneers;   every   part   of   her  
body   was   inspected—and   handled.”17   

Elite   authors   cared   more   about   the   indignities   and   sufferings   of   women   raised   as  
aristocrats   than   about   the   indignities   and   sufferings   of   women   raised   as   slaves.   More  
fundamentally,   they   were   aware   of   the   potential   indignities   an   aristocratic   woman   might   endure  
but   oblivious   to   any   humiliation   a   slave   woman   might   suffer.   How   did   it   affect   enslaved   children  
to   grow   up   with   the   knowledge   that   they   were   the   sexual   property   of   their   owners?   What   does  
the   body   learn   from   being   stripped   and   fondled   in   public?   What   knowledge   did   slaves   bear   in  
their   bodies,   and   how   did   this   knowledge   inform   their   moral   imaginations?   A   child   raised   as   a  
slave   acts   out   the   scripts   of   slavery   at   a   bodily   level.   At   the   same   time,   she   rewrites   and   resists  
these   scripts   in   order   to   create   meaning   in   her   life.   

The   speech   composed   by   the   playwright   Seneca   for   Queen   Hecuba   contrasts   the   sexual  
habituation   of   a   free   woman   and   the   sexual   habituation   of   a   slave   woman.   The   sexual  
vulnerability   of   an   elite   woman   reduced   to   slavery   elicited   sympathy   from   an   ancient   audience,  
sympathy   denied   to   women   raised   as   slaves.   As   we   will   see,   that   indifference   to   the   sexual  
susceptibility   of   enslaved   women   colored   ancient   Christian   interpretations   of   the   biblical   figures  
of   Sarah   and   Hagar.   

 
Sarah   and   Hagar   
 

Women   and   men   who   joined   the   early   church   did   not   shed   their   deeply   habituated  
postures   and   manners   when   they   walked   into   congregational   gatherings.   The   waters   of   baptism  
did   not   wash   away   the   lifelong   branding   of   slave   relations.   Christian   congregations   welcomed  
slaveholders.   We   look   in   vain   for   evidence   to   suggest   that   most   Christian   slaveholders   treated  
their   slaves   substantially   differently   than   did   pagan   slaveholders.   Christian   slaveholders   relied   on  
violent   means   to   discipline   their   slaves,   who   were   sometimes   their   brothers   and   sisters   in   Christ.  
Moreover,   the   sexual   dynamics   of   Roman   slavery   infected   Christian   practice.   Christian  
congregations   tolerated   slaveholding   members   who   sexually   exploited   household   slaves.  
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Indifference   to   the   moral   harm   of   sexual   coercion   persisted.   We   can   trace   the   impact   of   ancient  
Christian   toleration   of   sexual   exploitation   of   slaves   through   interpretations   of   the   biblical   figures  
of   Sarah   and   Hagar   by   two   Christian   theologians:   the   apostle   Paul   in   the   first   century   and   the  
esteemed   fourth-century   bishop   of   Milan,   Ambrose.   Paul   and   Ambrose   did   not   view   the  
habituation   of   slave   women   to   sexual   exploitation   as   morally   problematic.   In   fact,   they   blamed  
Hagar   for   her   desperate   plight.   Paul   and   Ambrose   do   not,   however,   exhaust   Christian  
interpretation   of   Hagar.   American   Christian   interpretations   of   Hagar   demonstrate   that   this   same  
biblical   text   can   be   a   resource   for   women,   especially   Black   women,   who   resist   oppression.   

So   deep   was   Paul’s   conditioning   by   the    habitus    of   slavery   that   he   could   move   from   a  
conscious   declaration   that   the   categories   “slave   and   free”   were   outmoded   in   the   new   creation  
(Galatians   3:28)   to   his   development   of   the   Sarah-Hagar   allegory   in   Galatians   chapter   four,   an  
allegory   I   have   already   introduced.   In   his   critique   of   the   Jerusalem   church,   which   is   assimilated  
in   the   allegory   to   Hagar,   Paul   writes,   “But   just   as   at   that   time   the   child   who   was   born   according  
to   the   flesh   [Ishmael,   son   of   the   slave   woman   Hagar]   persecuted   the   child   who   was   born  
according   to   the   Spirit   [Isaac,   son   of   the   free   woman   Sarah],   so   it   is   now   also.   But   what   does  
scripture   say?   ‘Drive   out   the   slave   and   her   child;   for   the   child   of   the   slave   will   not   share   the  
inheritance   with   the   child   of   the   free   woman.’   ”18   Genesis,   however,   does   not   narrate   a  
persecution   of   Isaac   by   Ishmael.   According   to   Genesis,   when   Sarah   sees   Isaac   and   Ishmael  
playing   together,   she   demands,   “Cast   out   this   slave   woman   with   her   son;   for   the   son   of   this   slave  
woman   shall   not   inherit   along   with   my   son   Isaac.”19   

Paul   closes   the   allegory   without   telling   the   whole   story.   He   does   not   mention   that   God  
responds   to   Hagar’s   distress   by   assuring   her   that   her   son,   like   Sarah’s   son,   will   be   the   ancestor   of  
a   great   nation.   He   does   not   mention   that   at   Hagar’s   bleakest   moment   when   she   turns   away   from  
her   own   son   because   she   cannot   stand   to   see   him   die   of   thirst   in   the   desert,   God   meets   her   in   her  
distress.   A   spring   moistens   the   arid   desert.   Paul   does   not   temper   his   midrash,   that   is,   his   version  
of   the   Genesis   story,   with   sympathy   for   the   moral   position   of   the   slave.   Quite   the   opposite.   In  
Paul’s   version,   the   free   woman’s   hostility   is   attributed   to   the   slave   child,   and   the   slave   woman’s  
encounter   with   her   God   is   left   untold.   Paul’s   interpretive   choices   are   shaped   by   the   slaveholding  
habitus    of   the   early   Roman   Empire.   

Ambrose,   the   fourth-century   bishop   of   Milan,   was   a   descendant   of   an   established   and  
well-placed   Roman   family.   At   the   time   he   wrote,   Christianity   had   been   administered   as   the  
imperial   religion.   Old   habits   die   hard.   The   slaveholding   men   in   Ambrose’s   churches   were   still  
conditioned   by   ancient   Roman    habitus    to   assume   as   a   matter   of   course   that   they   had   the   legal,  
cultural,   and   moral   right   to   use   their   slaves   sexually.   In   an   essay   on   Abraham,   Ambrose  
commented   on   the   story   of   Sarah   and   Hagar.   The   biblical   account   of   Abraham   conceiving   a   son  
by   his   wife’s   slave   created   a   problem   for   Ambrose.   If   Abraham   could   carry   on   with   a   female  
slave,   a   Christian   man   might   ask,   why   can’t   I?   Ambrose   offered   several   justifications   for   his  
counsel   to   men   to   avoid   sexual   relations   with   their   slaves.   He   told   men   that   they,   like   their   wives,  
were   obligated   to   sexual   exclusivity.   He   also   pointed   out   that   some   wife   might   take   her  
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husband’s   sexual   liaison   with   a   slave   as   a   pretext   for   divorce.   He   urged   women,   in   turn,   to   refrain  
from   jealousy.   

Most   of   all,   Ambrose   sympathizes   with   Sarah’s   perception   of   Hagar   as   “uppity.”   He  
apparently   perceives   the   same   phenomenon   in   his   own   world.   A   female   slave   who   is   her   owner’s  
concubine,   he   writes,   becomes   arrogant   and   insolent   toward   her   mistress.20   He   knew   that,  
regardless   of   his   exhortations,   many   Christian   men   would   continue   to   have   sex   with   their   slaves.  
He   therefore   wrote   that   Christian   men   who   regrettably   pursued   sexual   relations   with   their   slaves  
should   insist   that   those   slaves   subordinate   themselves   to   their   mistresses.   Ambrose,   like   Paul,  
develops   the   implications   of   Hagar’s   story   in   the   context   of   a   cultural   script   unconcerned   with  
the   moral   and   physical   costs   of   bondage   for   a   slave.   Paul   blamed   the   enslaved   child   for   the  
maltreatment   of   mother   and   child.   Ambrose   blamed   the   uppity   slave   woman   for   defying   her  
mistress.   Neither   Paul   nor   Ambrose   hinted   at   the   moral   harm   done   to   the   slave.   They   treated   her  
as   a   source,   not   a   victim,   of   immorality.   

Ambrose’s   moral   imagination   centers   on   Abraham’s   choices   rather   than   those   of   Hagar.  
Not   all   readers   of   the   story   share   Ambrose’s   point   of   view.   Indeed,   as   we   shall   see,   Islamic  
tradition   celebrates   the   faithfulness   of   Abraham’s   God   to   the   slave   woman   Hagar   and   her   son  
Ishmael.   In   her   treatment   of   African-American   appropriations   of   Hagar’s   story,   Kimberleigh  
Jordan   argues,   “The   actual   physical   location   of   the   reader   can   also   reflect   one’s   experience   of  
freedom   and   liberty.   Where   one’s   body   is   and   how   it   is   oriented   serves   as   a   canvas   of  
learning.”21   Jordan   argues   that   a   reader’s   reactions   to   Abraham   and   Hagar   depend   “on   his   or   her  
relationship   to   embodied   power.”22   Gender,   race,   and   privilege   (or   lack   of   privilege)   shape   our  
readings.   

For   example,   Eliza   Poitevent   Nicholson   was   a   Southern   White   Christian   woman.   She   was  
also   a   newspaper   publisher   who   engineered   the   recovery   of   the   New   Orleans   Picayune   from   debt  
in   the   late   nineteenth   century.   Nicholson   composed   a   narrative   poem   entitled   “Hagar.”  
Nicholson’s   Hagar   was   a   resourceful   woman   whose   devotion   to   Abraham   was   unreciprocated.  
To   conclude   her   poem,   Nicholson   composed   these   words   for   Hagar   to   address   to   Abraham:   

The   wrongs   that   you   have   done   this   day   
To   Hagar   and   your   first-born,   Ishmael,   
Shall   waken   and   uncoil   themselves,   and   hiss   
Like   adders   at   the   name   of   Abraham.23   

Unlike   Paul   and   Ambrose,   Nicholson,   with   her   distinctive   history   as   a   woman   wrangling   with  
powerful   men   in   the   publishing   trade,   was   able   to   imagine   Hagar   as   a   woman   capable   of  
speaking   against   the   powerful   man   who   wronged   her.   

The   figure   of   Hagar   has   been   especially   important   to   African-American   women.  
Ambrose   of   Milan   was   unable   to   feel   the   moral   and   physical   harm   done   to   Hagar.  
African-American   women,   however,   have   felt   that   harm   in   their   bones.   Jordan   writes   that  
African-American   women   “have   known   unfreedom   through   their   bodies—the   Middle   Passage,  
enslavement,   rape,   poor   labor   conditions,   parenthood,   segregation,   poverty,   and   so   forth.   For   the  
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most   part,   their   lives   can   be   seen   as   an   embodied   interpretation   of   Hagar.”24   From   the   period   of  
slavery   to   the   present,   many   African-American   women   have   explicitly   named   themselves  
daughters   of   Hagar.   In   a   classic   work   of   womanist   theology,   Delores   Williams   lays   out   the  
significance   of   Hagar   for   Black   women’s   religious   experience.   Black   women   have   known   sexual  
exploitation,   betrayal   by   White   women,   hunger,   abandonment,   and   single   motherhood.   But,   like  
Hagar,   they   have   carried   on.   In   their   survival,   as   in   their   struggles,   they   have   known   that   God   is  
with   them.25   

Habitus    is   conservative,   even   tenacious.   When   we   come   into   contact   with   new  
information   and   new   symbolic   patterns,   we   are   likely   to   react   out   of   our   primary   conditioning,  
particularly   our   training   in   gender   and   social   status.26   As   Linda   Martín   Alcoff   comments   of  
American   society,   “race   and   gender   consciousness   produces   habitual   bodily   mannerisms   that   feel  
natural   and   become   unconscious   after   long   use;   they   are   thus   very   difficult   to   change.”27   So  
Seneca’s   Hecuba,   waiting   to   learn   the   name   of   the   man   who   will   be   her   master,   still   speaks   as  
queen.   Ancient   Christians   who   heard   the   Pauline   baptismal   formula   proclaiming   that   within   the  
body   of   Christ   there   was   no   slave   or   free,   no   male   and   female,   continued   to   act   out   of   deeply  
conditioned    habitus .28   So,   ultimately,   without   making   a   conscious   choice   to   replicate   the   gender  
and   status   divisions   of   Roman   society   within   the   churches,   Christians   translated   their   training   in  
what   it   meant   to   be   human,   a   humanity   always   incarnate   in   a   body   marked   by   gender   and   social  
location,   into   their   prescriptions   for   what   it   meant   to   live   as   Christians.   Seneca’s   powerful  
depiction   of   Queen   Hecuba   helps   us   apprehend   the   distinction   Roman   culture   created   between  
the   sexually   conditioned   bodies   of   free   women   and   of   slave   women.   Interpretations   of   Hagar   by  
Paul   and   Ambrose   illustrate   the   degree   to   which   ancient   Christianity   was   shaped   by   and  
perpetuated   a   slaveholding    habitus .   

Paul   and   Ambrose   are   not   the   only   Christian   interpreters   of   Hagar,   however.   Women  
interpreters,   especially   African-American   women,   approach   the   story   of   Sarah   and   Hagar   from  
their   own   cultural   locations.   I   will   return   to   the   story   of   Hagar   at   the   conclusion   of   this   chapter   as  
I   consider   resources   for   articulation   of   a   feminist   sexual   ethics.   Before   that   step,   I   examine   the  
story   of   another   Roman   woman,   a   story   that   highlights   the   different   ways   in   which   Romans  
viewed   the   sexual   violation   of   free   woman   and   the   sexual   use   of   enslaved   women.   This  
distinction   between   women   who   deserve   protection   and   women   who   do   not   persists   in   American  
thinking   today   in   both   public   and   private   spheres.   

 
Lucretia   
 

The   legend   of   Lucretia   dates   to   the   early   Roman   Republic,   long   before   the   rise   of  
Christianity.   Throughout   antiquity,   Christian   theologians,   steeped   in   Roman   culture,   continued   to  
rely   on   the   legendary   Lucretia   to   illustrate   their   arguments   on   women’s   chastity.   The   story   of  
Lucretia   offers   another   example   of   the   horror   elicited   by   the   sexual   violation   of   freeborn   women  
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among   elite   Romans,   including,   eventually,   elite   Christians.   In   this   section,   I   contrast   this   horror  
with   the   casual   Christian   acceptance   of   the   vulnerability   of   slave   women   to   sexual   violence.   

According   to   legend,   Lucretia   was   the   wife   of   the   soldier   Collatinus,   who   boasted   to   his  
fellow   soldiers   in   military   camp   about   his   wife’s   virtue.   He   convinced   them   to   ride   by   night   to  
his   home.   Although   other   wives   were   notorious   for   attending   banquets   in   their   husbands’  
absence,   the   beautiful   and   virtuous   Lucretia   spent   her   time   spinning   wool,   even   into   the   night.  
When   the   company   of   soldiers   arrived,   unannounced,   they   found   Lucretia   hard   at   work.   The  
sight   of   the   virtuous   Lucretia   inflamed   Tarquinius,   the   son   of   the   last   king   of   Rome.   He   was   at  
least   as   impassioned   by   her   virtue   as   her   beauty.   Tarquinius   later   returned   to   seduce   the   chaste  
wife.   When   Lucretia   refused   his   advances,   he   threatened   to   kill   her   and   one   of   his   own   male  
slaves.   He   taunted   that   he   would   place   the   corpses   together   in   bed   and   then   announce   that   he  
killed   them   because   he   caught   them   having   sex.   

Pudor ,   specifically,   the   horror   that   others   would   believe   her   body   had   been   sexually  
penetrated   by   a   slave,   induced   Lucretia   to   capitulate   to   Tarquinius’s   sexual   demands.   Afterward,  
she   sent   for   her   father   and   husband   from   their   military   encampment.   After   narrating   the   events,  
she   begged   them   to   avenge   the   wrong.   Both   father   and   husband   assured   her   that   she   was   not  
guilty.   The   Roman   historian   Livy   claims   that   she   replied,   “Though   I   acquit   myself   of   the   sin,   I   do  
not   absolve   myself   from   punishment;   nor   in   time   to   come   shall   ever   unchaste   woman   live  
through   the   example   of   Lucretia.”29   With   that,   she   plunged   a   sword   into   her   own   breast   and  
died.   The   incident   supposedly   incited   sufficient   anger   to   catalyze   the   revolt   that   brought   the  
Roman   monarchy   to   a   close.   

Because   Christians   were   shaped   by   Roman    habitus ,   the   legend   of   Lucretia   exerted   a  
powerful   hold   over   their   imaginations.   For   example,   Jerome,   a   fourth-century   Christian  
theologian,   wrote,   “The   virtue   of   a   woman   is,   in   a   special   sense,   purity.   It   was   this   that   made  
Lucretia   the   equal   of   Brutus,   if   it   did   not   make   her   his   superior,   since   Brutus   learnt   from   a  
woman   the   impossibility   of   being   a   slave.”30   (Brutus   led   the   revolt   against   the   Roman  
monarchy.)   What   does   Jerome   mean   by   his   statement   that   Lucretia   taught   “the   impossibility   of  
being   a   slave”?   For   Jerome,   it   seems,   only   a   free   woman   could   be   truly   virtuous.   The   absence   of  
pudor    was   the   daily   lot   of   many   female   slaves.   In   her   unwillingness   to   live   with   compromised  
pudor —to   live,   that   is,   like   a   female   slave—Lucretia   embodied   the   special   virtue   of   a   woman,   a  
virtue   associated   with   her   legal   and   social   status   as   a   free   woman.   

The   moral   importance   of   a   woman’s   physical   integrity   became   an   obsession   among   many  
early   Christians—an   obsession   defined   as   a   woman’s   quintessential   virtue.   Such   virtue   was   not  
equally   accessible   to   all   women.   Only   in   unusual   circumstances   did   a   free   woman   deal   with   the  
question   of   whether   forcible   sexual   violation   compromised   her   honor.   Slave   women   faced   this  
dilemma   routinely.   Lucretia’s   story   points   to   the   tensions   in   ancient   Christian   attitudes   toward   the  
virtue   of   slaves,   who   had   no   choice   in   their   sexual   use   by   their   owners.   The   failure   of   Christian  
sources   to   consider   the   choices   of   slaves   confronted   by   forcible   sexual   demands   underscores   the  
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degree   to   which   a   Roman    habitus    conditioned   Christians   to   accept   the   sexual   vulnerability   of  
servile   bodies.   

A   partial   exception   to   this   rule   is   Basil   of   Caesarea.   Basil,   who   wrote   in   the   fourth  
century,   believed   that   the   fact   of   slavery   or   of   freedom   informed   a   person’s   very   potential   for  
virtue.   He   cited   as   a   mystery   why   a   wicked   person   flourished   while   a   righteous   person   suffered,  
“why   one   man   is   a   slave,   another   free,   one   is   rich,   another   is   poor   (and   the   difference   in   sins   and  
virtuous   actions   is   great:   she   who   was   sold   to   a   brothelkeeper   is   in   sin   by   force,   and   she   who  
immediately   obtained   a   good   master   grows   up   with   virginity).”31   Sensitive   to   the   constraints  
under   which   women   were   forced   to   act,   Basil   specified   that   women   who   were   corrupted   by   force  
should   not   be   held   responsible   for   that   corruption.   He   added,   “Thus   even   a   slave,   if   she   has   been  
violated   by   her   own   master,   is   guiltless.”32   Nonetheless,   as   Bernadette   Brooten   notes   in   her  
introduction   to   this   volume,   Basil   did   not   assign   a   church   penalty   to   the   Christian   men   who   used  
their   slaves   as   sexual   outlets,   although   he   was   clearly   aware   of   the   prevalence   of   such   behavior.   

The   situation   of   a   free   woman   threatened   by   rape   evoked   consternation.   The   mundane  
situation   of   a   slave   whose   owner   made   routine   demands   for   sex   did   not.   Basil’s   reasoning   that   a  
woman   who   was   coerced   to   have   sex   against   her   will   should   be   considered   innocent   was   atypical  
among   theologians   of   his   era.   Some   Christian   theologians   praised   women,   at   least   elite   women,  
who   chose   death   over   rape.33   Ambrose   of   Milan   excited   controversy   when   he   used   the   resources  
of   the   Church   to   redeem   Christians   who   had   been   captured   by   pagans,   a   danger   in   northern   Italy  
in   the   fourth   century.   He   commented   that   it   was   good   when   “a   man   is   redeemed   from   death,   or   a  
woman   from   barbarian   impurities,   things   that   are   worse   than   death.”34   

Ambrose   praised   the   legendary   Pelagia   of   Antioch.   Pelagia,   threatened   with   rape,   dressed  
herself   as   a   bride   and   killed   herself.   The   would-be   rapists   turned   their   predatory   attention   to  
Pelagia’s   mother   and   sisters.   The   mother   and   sisters   drowned   themselves.   They   chose   a   baptism,  
Ambrose   eulogized,   after   which   they   could   not   sin.35   Ambrose   composed   a   speech   for   Pelagia  
that   underscored   the   relationship   of   liberty   to   chastity   ( pudor ):   “I   die   willingly,   no   one   will   lay   a  
hand   on   me,   no   one   will   harm   my   virginity   with   his   shameless   glance,   I   shall   take   with   me   my  
purity   and   my   modesty   unsullied   .   .   .   Pelagia   will   follow   Christ,   no   one   will   take   away   her  
freedom,   no   one   will   see   her   freedom   of   faith   taken   away,   nor   her   remarkable   purity.”36   Pelagia  
died   willingly.   She   followed   Christ,   in   Ambrose’s   view,   by   refusing   to   be   a   slave   to   all.   She   died  
with   liberty   and    pudor    intact.   

Ambrose   was   aware   of   the   sexual   vulnerabilities   of   slaves.   Commenting   on   the   story   of  
the   patriarch   Joseph—who   was,   as   a   slave   in   Egypt,   the   target   of   his   mistress’s   sexual  
overtures—Ambrose   wrote,   “It   was   not   within   the   power   of   a   mere   slave   not   to   be   looked  
upon.”37   Yet,   as   we   have   seen,   when   Ambrose   wrote   about   Abraham   and   Hagar,   he   did   not  
express   concern   for   Abraham’s   injury   to   Hagar’s   chastity.   Nor   did   he   suggest   that   Hagar,   like  
Pelagia,   should   have   killed   herself   to   avoid   sexual   tainting.   For   Ambrose,   Hagar’s   sin   was   not   a  
violation   of   chastity,   apparently   because   Ambrose   considered   her   beneath   chastity.   Her   sin,   he  
alleged,   was   haughtiness   toward   her   mistress.   
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Would   choosing   life   over   death   have   been   praiseworthy   for   a   slave   threatened   with   rape  
by   her   owner?   That   such   questions   did   not   arise   for   Christian   writers   attests   to   their   deep-seated  
habituation   to   the   privileges   of   free   bodies   and   the   vulnerabilities   of   enslaved   bodies.   The  
possibility   that   a   slave   woman   would   be   sexually   violated   against   her   will   did   not   produce   the  
horror   elicited   by   the   forcible   sexual   violation   of   a   free   woman.   

In    The   City   of   God ,   Augustine   drew   on   the   Lucretia   legend   to   discuss   chastity.   Augustine  
relied   on   Lucretia   to   challenge   Christians   who,   like   Ambrose,   held   that   forcible   sexual   violation  
entailed   moral   compromise.38   Augustine   reasoned   that,   if   purity   could   be   sullied   against   a  
person’s   will,   then   purity   would   rank   not   among   virtues   but   among   bodily   goods.   He   concluded  
that   if   a   woman   was   sexually   penetrated   against   her   will,   she   remained   as   pure   as   she   was   prior  
to   the   violation.39   To   make   his   point,   Augustine   returned   to   the   example   of   Lucretia.   He   judged  
her   guilty   of   murder.   Augustine’s   logic   was,   if   Lucretia   did   not   share   Tarquinius’s   lust,   then  
taking   her   own   life   entailed   killing   an   innocent   woman.   Her   guilt   as   a   murderer   was   mitigated  
only   if   she   secretly   shared   Tarquinius’s   lust.40   Augustine   contrasted   conventional   conceptions   of  
pudor    and   the   proper   chastity   of   a   Christian   woman.   His   take   on   the   story   of   Lucretia   thus  
challenged   the   traditional   values   of   the   Roman   elite,   with   their   insistence   that   physical   violation  
signaled   moral   deficiency.41   

Augustine   wrote    The   City   of   God    as   he   confronted   growing   chaos   in   the   Roman   Empire  
at   the   close   of   the   fourth   century.   Attacks   endangered   the   personal   security   of   many   persons,  
creating   terror   and   fear   that   exceeded   actual   physical   harm   to   the   population.   Why   did   God  
permit   chaste   Christian   women   to   be   molested?   Augustine   asked   women   to   consider   the  
possibility   that   arrogance   about   their   chastity   led   God   to   punish   them   through   violation   of   their  
bodily   integrity,   a   punishment   that   nonetheless   did   not   compromise   their   claims   to   chastity.42  
Augustine   implied   that   elite   women   were   often   arrogant   in   their   dealings   with   women   of   lower  
status   who   could   not   adhere   to   conventional   standards   of   chastity.   God   thus   permitted   the   elite  
women   to   be   subjected   to   the   sexual   violations   routinely   endured   by   slaves.43   Augustine  
accepted   the   habituation   of   bodies   to   various   social   statuses   as   he   called   on   all   Christians   to  
accept   their   social   positions   with   humility.   No   matter   how   well-intentioned   the   slaveholders,  
such   humility   exacted   a   higher   price   from   slaves,   who   were,   one   infers,   expected   to   accept   sexual  
exploitation   with   equanimity.   

A   belief   that   rape   morally   stains   its   victims   survives   even   today.   In   antiquity,   the   belief  
was   rarely   challenged.   A   woman’s    pudor ,   including   her   reputation   for   sexual   modesty,   could   not  
survive   forcible   sexual   violation.   A   few   Christians   eventually   challenged   this   formulation,   yet  
even   their   arguments   underscore   the   grip   of   Roman    habitus    on   Christianity.   Both   Basil   and  
Augustine   taught   that   women   who   were   sexually   violated   against   their   will   were   guiltless.   Yet  
both   Basil   and   Augustine   assumed   that   women   of   lower   social   status,   particularly   slaves,   would  
be   routinely   subjected   to   sexual   violations   from   which   elite   women   were   routinely   (but   not  
always)   protected.   Basil   and   Augustine,   like   other   Christians   in   antiquity,   simply   accepted   that  
women   of   differing   social   statuses   enjoyed   differing   degrees   of   corporal   protection   and   sexual  
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integrity.   This   belief   persists   today   in   various   guises.   In   working   to   enact   a   feminist   feminist  
sexual   ethics,   the   right   of   all   women,   men,   and   children   to   protection   from   sexual   coercion   is   a  
high   priority.   
 
Water   in   the   Desert   
 

Early   Christian   complicity   in   the   sexual   exploitation   of   slaves   disturbs   me.   Even   more  
upsetting   to   me   than   the   early   Christian   embodiment   of   slaveholding   norms   is   the   many   ways   in  
which   American   culture   today   reads   moral   distinctions   in   the   bodies   of   persons   of   different  
social   statuses:   rich,   poor,   Black,   White,   Native   American,   Latino/a,   male,   female.   Rapists   of  
Black   women   are   less   likely   to   be   charged   and   receive   fewer   convictions   and   lighter   prison  
sentences   than   rapists   of   White   women,   for   example.44   I’m   not   advocating   longer   prison  
sentences.   What   a   body   learns   in   prison   is   deleterious   to   the   health,   both   to   the   incarcerated  
person   and   to   his   or   her   post-incarceration   community.   We   should,   however,   think   about   why   the  
rapes   of   Black   women   are   treated   less   seriously   than   the   rapes   of   White   women.   

I   doubt   that   many   people   would   endorse   such   blatantly   disparate   treatment.   So   why   are  
prosecutors   reluctant   to   press   charges   when   an   African-American   woman   has   been   raped?   Why  
are   juries   more   likely   to   acquit   men   accused   of   raping   Black   women?   Despite   an   apparent  
consensus   against   racial   discrimination,   our   actual   behavior   as   a   society   continues   to   embody  
racial   prejudice.   In   the   case   of   rape,   the   insult   to   Black   women   is   consistent   with   an   ancient  
tradition   that   regards   some   women   as   lacking   status   and   therefore   lacking   the   right   to   protect   the  
privacy   and   integrity   of   their   own   bodies.   In   the   United   States,   this   tradition   can   be   traced  
directly   to   attitudes   toward   African-American   women’s   sexuality   during   the   era   of   legal   slavery.   

Early   Christian   sexual   ethics   were   infected   by   the   sexual   dynamics   of   Roman   slavery.  
That   infection   still   courses   through   the   Christian   body.   The   Church   requires   healing.   Christians  
today   who   are   horrified   to   learn   of   the   sexual   exploitation   of   slavery   are   too   often   silent   about   the  
exploitation   of   other   persons   who   are   not   in   a   position   to   say   “no”   to   sexual   advances:   prisoners,  
for   example,   and   children   in   homes,   churches,   and   other   settings.   I’ve   asked   how   growing   up   as  
the   sexual   property   of   a   slaveholder   affected   female   slaves   in   antiquity.   We   should   urgently   ask  
how   growing   up   with   sexual   coercion   and   violence   affects   girls   and   boys.   Why   are   so   many  
churches   that   speak   loudly   about   sexual   ethics   reluctant   to   speak   of   the   damage   that   incest,  
sexual   harassment,   and   rape   wreak   on   the   Christian   body?   The   Feast   of   the   Holy   Innocents,  
December   28,   is   a   day   set   aside   in   the   church   calendar   to   mourn   Herod’s   slaughter   of   Jewish  
babies.45   On   the   Feast   of   the   Holy   Innocents,   my   church   offers   a   service   of   healing   for   those  
affected   by   childhood   sexual   abuse,   a   service   written   and   planned   by   survivors   of   such   abuse.  
Healing   begins.   

A   change   in    habitus    is   tough   to   legislate.   Nevertheless,   although    habitus    is   conservative,  
it   is   not   immutable.   Those   of   us   who   are   active   in   our   churches,   synagogues,   and   mosques   look  
there   for   moral   leadership.   Can   our   traditions,   Scriptures,   and   rituals   offer   resources   for  
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fundamental   change,   for   healing?   I   earlier   highlighted   the   iconic   image   of   Jesus   as   he   kneels   to  
wash   his   followers’   feet,   a   gesture   defiant   of   hierarchy   that   is   still   ritually   reenacted   by  
Christians.   I   close   the   essay   with   another   image,   one   that   has   likewise   generated   enduring   ritual  
action:   the   image   of   Hagar’s   joy   when   she   finds   water   in   the   desert.   This   is   an   image   that   Paul  
and   Ambrose   omit   in   their   versions   of   the   story   and   that   African-American   women   always  
remember.   Hagar,   a   slave   woman   who   bore   her   owner’s   child,   a   mother   raising   a   son   on   her   own,  
is   cast   out   to   a   barren   expanse.   She   and   her   son,   famished   and   parched,   face   death.   Yet   they  
survive.   In   a   moment   of   supreme   despair,   Hagar   discovers   that   God   is   with   her   when   a   spring  
moistens   the   arid   desert.   

In   Islam,   this   spring   is   called   Zam   Zam,   and   Hagar’s   epiphany   is   ritualized   as   part   of   the  
hajj,   the   pilgrimage   to   Mecca   all   Muslims   are   enjoined   to   make,   if   they   can,   once   in   their  
lifetime.   During   the   hajj,   each   pilgrim,   female   or   male,   puts   their   body   in   Hagar’s   place   as   she  
runs   in   terror   between   the   hills   of   Safa   and   Marwa,   seeking   water   for   herself   and   her   son.   I   don’t  
know   what   the   Muslim   pilgrim   feels   or   what   the   body   learns   running   between   Safa   and   Marwa.  
The   ritual,   however,   invites   identification   with   the   slave   woman’s   physical   location.   The   pilgrim  
rejoices   in   God’s   faithfulness   to   the   slave   woman   and   her   son.   For   the   many   women   who   live  
their   lives   thirsting   between   Safa   and   Marwa,   the   Scriptures   and   rituals   of   Judaism,   Christianity,  
and   Islam   still   promise   springs   of   rejuvenation.   
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Slave   Bible   From   The   1800s   Omitted   Key    Passages   That   Could   Incite   Rebellion   -   Michel  
Martin  
December   9,   2018    -    Heard   on    All   Things   Considered  

[If   you   can,   access   this   article   and   audio   interview    here    -   this   version   has   omitted   illustrations.]  

 

On   display   now   at   the   Museum   of   the   Bible   in   Washington,   D.C.,   is   a   special   exhibit   centered   on  
a   rare   Bible   from   the   1800s   that   was   used   by   British   missionaries   to   convert   and   educate   slaves.  

What's   notable   about   this   Bible   is   not   just   its   rarity,   but   its   content,   or   rather   the   lack   of   content.  
It   excludes   any   portion   of   text   that   might   inspire   rebellion   or   liberation.  

Anthony   Schmidt,   associate   curator   of   Bible   and   Religion   in   America   at   the   museum,   says   the  
first   instance   of   this   abridged   version   titled,    Parts   of   the   Holy   Bible,   selected   for   the   use   of   the  
Negro   Slaves,   in   the   British   West-India   Islands ,   was   published   in   1807.  

"About   90   percent   of   the   Old   Testament   is   missing   [and]   50   percent   of   the   New   Testament   is  
missing,"   Schmidt   says.   "Put   in   another   way,   there   are   1,189   chapters   in   a   standard   Protestant  
Bible.   This   Bible   contains   only   232."  

Schmidt   says   passages   that   could   have   prompted   rebellion   were   removed,   for   example:  

"There   is   neither   Jew   nor   Greek,   there   is   neither   bond   nor   free,   there   is   neither   male   nor  
female:   for   ye   are   all   one   in   Christ   Jesus."   Galatians   3:28  

And   verses   that   reinforced   the   institution   of   slavery,   including   "the   most   famous   pro-slavery  
verse   that   many   pro-slavery   people   would   have   cited,"   says   Schmidt,   were   kept.  

"Servants,   be   obedient   to   them   that   are   your   masters   according   to   the   flesh,   with   fear   and  
trembling,   in   singleness   of   your   heart,   as   unto   Christ."   Ephesians   6:5  

"It   was   intended   for   use   among   enslaved   Africans   in   the   British   West   Indies,   which   is   modern  
day   Caribbeans,   so   Jamaica,   Barbados,   Antigua,"   he   says.  

Schmidt   says   there   are   several   theories   behind   the   editing   and   omitting   of   so   much   of   the  
standard   Bible,   but   the   main   thought   stems   from   the   fact   that   farmers   in   the   West   Indies   were  
opposed   to   missionaries   working   with   the   enslaved   Africans   on   their   land.  

"This   can   be   seen   as   an   attempt   to   appease   the   planter   class   saying,   'Look,   we're   coming   here.  
We   want   to   help   uplift   materially   these   Africans   here   but   we're   not   going   to   be   teaching   them  
anything   that   could   incite   rebellion.'   "   Schmidt   says.   "Coming   in   and   being   able   to   educate  
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African   slaves   would   prepare   them   one   day   for   freedom,   but   at   the   same   time   would   not   cause  
them   to   seek   it   more   aggressively."  

The   Bible   is   on   loan   from    Fisk   University   in   Nashville,   Tenn. ,   and   has   been   in   the   museum   since  
it   opened   in   November   2017.   The   university   says   only    three   copies   of   this   Bible   are   known    to  
exist,   and   that   the   one   on   display   in   Washington   is   the   only   copy   in   the   U.S.  

Schmidt   says   the   museum   decided   to   create   the   exhibit,   "The   Slave   Bible:   Let   the   Story   Be  
Told,"   because   of   the   attention   visitors   were   already   giving   it   the   artifact.  

"From   the   very   beginning   people   have   been   shocked   to   see   it,"   Schmidt   says.   "It's   drawn   a   lot   of  
interest.   In   fact,   of   all   the   items   we   have   on   display   here   it's   probably   been   the   most   talked   about  
among   our   guests."  

While   the   exhibit   tells   the   story   of   what's   inside   the   Bible,   it   also   gives   people   a   chance   to   reflect  
and   respond   to   the   material.  

"One   of   the   points   of   the   exhibit   is   that   time   and   place   really   shape   how   people   encounter   the  
Bible,"   Schmidt   says.   "What   I   mean   by   that   is   people   don't   look   at   the   Bible   or   approach   the  
Bible   or   read   the   Bible   in   a   vacuum.   They're   shaped   by   their   social   and   economic   context."  

As   people   come   from   a   multitude   of   backgrounds,   Schmidt   says   how   they   encounter   the   Bible  
can   vary   greatly   from   person   to   person   and,   as   such,   the   exhibit   will   affect   them   all   differently.  

"I   hope   people   take   away   a   greater   appreciation   for   that   and   maybe   even   a   self   reflection   to   be  
more   cognizant   of   why   you   read   something   a   certain   way,"   he   says.   "If   people   can   better  
appreciate   that   then   maybe   they   can   better   empathize   with   others."  

 

Interview   Transcript  

MICHEL   MARTIN,   HOST:  

You   might   remember   that   we   first   visited   the   Museum   of   the   Bible   in   Washington,   D.C.,  
for   its   opening   last   November.   As   you   might   imagine,   with   some   3,000-plus   items   on  
display,   we   were   only   able   to   manage   a   quick   overview.   So   we   went   back   last   week   to  
check   out   a   special   exhibit   -   a   rare   Bible   on   loan   from   Fisk   University   that   was   published  
by   British   missionaries   in   the   1800s   to   convert   and   educate   slaves,   or,   perhaps,   a   better  
word   would   be   indoctrinate   them.  

ANTHONY   SCHMIDT:   If   you   look   here   at   this   -   the   card   here,   that's   the   actual   title,  
"Parts   Of   The   Holy   Bible,   Selected   For   Use   Among   Negro   Slaves,   In   The   British  
West-India   Islands.”  
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MARTIN:   So   that   is   -   the   actual   title   of   the   book   is   "Selected   For   The   Use   Of   The   Negro  
Slaves"?  

SCHMIDT:   Yeah.   That's   the   actual   title...  

MARTIN:   That's   amazing.   That   sounds   amazing.  

Curator   Anthony   Schmidt   joined   us   in   the   exhibit,   where   the   so-called   slave   Bible   sits   in  
a   glass   case,   propped   up   for   view,   the   only   artifact   in   the   room.  

SCHMIDT:   Looks   like   a   regular   Bible,   but   it   was   produced   by   British   missionaries.   The  
first   instance   that   we   know   of,   that   it   was   published   was   1807.   And   it   was   intended   for  
use   among   enslaved   Africans   in   the   British   West   Indies,   which   is   modern-day  
Caribbean,   so   Jamaica,   Barbados,   Antigua.   But   what's   unique   about   it   is   that   it's   an  
abridged   version   of   the   Bible.   About   90   percent   of   the   Old   Testament   is   missing...  

MARTIN:   Ninety   percent?  

SCHMIDT:   Ninety   percent.   Fifty   percent   of   the   New   Testament   is   missing.   Put   in  
another   way,   there   are   1,189   chapters   in   a   standard   Protestant   Bible.   This   Bible   contains  
only   232.   We   displayed   this   here.   This   section   -   you'll   see   a   jump   from   Genesis   45.   And  
they'd   cut   out   all   the   material   up   to   Exodus   19   here.   And   so   what   they   cut   out   is   the   story  
of   the   Israelites'   captivity   in   Egypt   and   their   eventual   liberation   and   journey   to   the  
promised   land.   And,   of   course,   that   was   a   pretty   powerful   story   for   enslaved   Africans   in  
the   Caribbean   but,   also,   in   the   -   America.   And   so   we   suspect   that   they   were   excising   that  
because   it   was   such   a   powerful   source   of   inspiration   and   hope.  

MARTIN:   The   wall   next   to   the   Bible's   display   case   highlights   other   well-known   verses  
that   were   intentionally   left   out   of   this   edition.  

These   are   among   the   passages   that   were   cut   out.  

SCHMIDT:   Yeah.   Galatians   3:28,   of   course.   There   is   neither   Jew   nor   Greek.   There   is  
neither   bond   nor   free.   There   is   neither   male   nor   female,   for   ye   are   all   one   in   Christ  
Jesus.  

MARTIN:   That's   for   the   King   James   Version.  

SCHMIDT:   These   are   the   King   James   Version...  

MARTIN:   Galatians?  

SCHMIDT:   Yeah.  

MARTIN:   And   -   so   give   us   an   example   of   something   that   was   left   in.  
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SCHMIDT:   Right.   Probably   the   most   famous,   you   know,   pro-slavery   verse   that's   -   many  
pro-slavery   people   would   have   cited   is   the   Ephesians   6:5.   Servants,   be   obedient   to   them  
that   are   your   masters,   according   to   the   flesh,   with   fear   and   trembling,   in   singleness   of  
your   heart,   as   unto   Christ.  

MARTIN:   So   to   associate   kind   of   human   bondage   and   human   slavery   with   obedience   to  
the   higher   power?   So   interesting...  

SCHMIDT:   Exactly.  

MARTIN:   Also   from   King   James.   Well,   let's   back   up   a   little   bit   and   talk   a   little   bit   more  
about   how   this   whole   exhibit   came   to   be.   The   item   itself,   which   is   here,   has   been   on   loan  
from   Fisk   University   since   the   museum   opened   last   year.   But   why   did   you   decide   to  
highlight   it   in   this   special   exhibit   space?  

SCHMIDT:   We   -   yeah.   So   Fisk   University   in   Nashville,   Tenn.,   is   -   generously   allowed   us  
to   display   this   item.   And,   from   the   very   beginning,   people   have   been   shocked   to   see   it.  
They've   -   it's   drawn   a   lot   of   interest.   In   fact,   of   all   the   items   we   have   on   display   here,   it's  
probably   been   the   most   talked-about   among   our   guests.   So   this   is   an   exhibit   that   uses  
only   one   artifact,   and   it   seeks   to   tell   that   artifact's   story,   what   was   inside   it.   And   then,   we  
also   wanted   to   give   a   space   for   people   to   reflect   and   respond.  

MARTIN:   So   I   want   to   talk   about   -   I   want   to   talk   about   what's   in   the   Bible.   But   then,   I  
also   want   to   talk   about   how   people   are   responding   to   it.  

SCHMIDT:   Yeah.  

MARTIN:   So,   first   of   all,   tell   me   a   little   bit   more   about   the   work   that   you   have   done  
around   discovering   the   origins   of   it,   who's   behind   it,   what   their   motivations   were.   Just  
tell   us   a   little   bit   more   about   that   research.  

SCHMIDT:   Sure.   So   the   missionary   society   for   the   conversion   of   Negro   slaves   in   the  
British   West   Indies   was   founded   -   or   you   might   say   refounded   -   in   1794.   Originally,   it  
had   been   aimed   at   the   conversion   and   education   of   Native   Americans.   After   the  
revolution,   however,   that   -   those   ties   broke   off,   so   they   were   looking   for   different  
avenues   to   direct   that   revenue.  

MARTIN:   So   what   was   the   intention,   though,   in   excising   the   Bible   so   -   or   editing   it,   or   I  
might   say   censoring   it...  

SCHMIDT:   Right.  

MARTIN:   ...So   heavily?   What   was   their   intent?  
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SCHMIDT:   There   are   several   theories   and   several   -   there   are   several   layers   to   this,   the  
first   one   being   that   most   of   the   planter   class   in   the   West   Indies   were   opposed   to  
missionary   work   among   enslaved   Africans   there   on   their   land.   And   so   this   can   be   seen  
as   an   attempt   to   appease   the   planter   class,   saying,   look.   We're   coming   here.   We   want   to  
help   uplift,   materially,   these   Africans   here.   But   we're   not   going   to   be   teaching   them  
anything   that   could   incite   rebellion.   And   so   coming   in   and   being   able   to   educate   African  
slaves   would   prepare   them   one   day   for   freedom   but,   at   the   same   time,   would   not   cause  
them   to   seek   it   more   aggressively.  

MARTIN:   The   sense   that   I   get   -   this   comes   with   a   video   where   there   are   students   at   Fisk  
encountering   the   text.   And   this   -   also,   the   exhibit   has   a   place   for   people   to   reflect   on   the  
text.   The   sense   I   get   from   some   of   the   people   is   that   they're   shocked.  

SCHMIDT:   Yeah.  

MARTIN:   They   are   shocked...  

SCHMIDT:   Yeah.  

MARTIN:   ...To   know   that   this   existed.   And   I   just   -   I   -   you   know,   I   have   to   ask   you.   Were  
you?  

SCHMIDT:   Yes.  

MARTIN:   Really?   You   were...  

SCHMIDT:   Absolutely,   yeah.   I   was   talking   with   a   person   who   was   looking   at   the   text.  
And   they   kind   of   verbalized   it   for   me   -   is   that   I   can't   believe   it   was   printed   like   this.   Like,  
it   wasn't   taking   a   razor   blade   or   anything   like   that.   It   was   actually   printed   like   this.   And  
knowing   that   -   the   intentions   behind   it   -   so,   yeah.   That   is   shocking.  

MARTIN:   I   wonder   if   this   is   going   to   change   something   for   people.   Does   this   change  
something   for   you,   knowing   that   what   was   delivered   to   certain   people   is   different   from  
what   you   received,   right?  

SCHMIDT:   Right.  

MARTIN:   I   wonder.   Does   that   change   something   for   people?  

SCHMIDT:   I   hope...  

MARTIN:   I'm   asking   you   to   speculate...  

SCHMIDT:   Yeah.   I   mean,   one   of   the   points   of   the   exhibit   is   that,   you   know,   time   and  
place   really   shape   how   people   encounter   the   Bible.   And   what   I   mean   by   that   is   people  
don't   look   at   the   Bible   or   approach   the   Bible   or   read   the   Bible   in   a   vacuum.   They're  
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shaped   by   their   social   and   economic   context.   And   what's   -   your   coming   from   this  
different   from   what   other   people   are   going   to   be   coming   from.  

And   so   I   -   if   anything,   I   hope   people   take   take   away   a   greater   appreciation   for   that,  
maybe   even   self-reflection,   to   be   more   cognizant   of   why   you   read   something   a   certain  
way.   And   if   people   can   better   appreciate   that,   maybe   they   can   better   empathize   with  
others.  

MARTIN:   That   was   Anthony   Schmidt,   curator   of   Bible   and   Religion   in   America   for   the  
Museum   of   the   Bible   in   Washington,   D.C.   We're   visiting   with   him   at   the   exhibit   that   he  
curated   on   the   slave   Bible.   Anthony   Schmidt,   thank   you   so   much   for   talking   to   us.  

SCHMIDT:   Thank   you   very   much.  
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The N� Yorker Interview

Ta-Nehisi Coates Revisits the Case for
Reparations

By The New Yorker
June 10, 2019

t’s not often that an article comes along that changes the world, but that’s exactly what happened with Ta-Nehisi Coates, �ve

years ago, when he wrote “The Case for Reparations,” in The Atlantic. Reparations have been discussed since the end of the

“When I wrote ‘The Case for Reparations,’ my notion wasn’t that you could actually get reparations passed, even in my lifetime,”
Coates says. Photograph by Gabriella Demczuk / NYT / Redux
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Civil War—in fact, there is a bill about reparations that’s been sitting in Congress for thirty years—but now reparations for slavery

and legalized discrimination are a subject of major discussion among the Democratic Presidential candidates. In a conversation

recorded for The New Yorker Radio Hour, David Remnick spoke with Coates, who this month published “Conduction,” a story

in The New Yorker’s Fiction Issue. Subjects of the conversation included what forms reparations might take, which Democratic

candidates seem most serious about the topic, and how the issue looks in 2019, a political moment very different from when “The

Case for Reparations” was written.

This conversation has been edited and condensed.

Ta-Nehisi, for those who may not have read the article �ve years ago, what, exactly, is the case that you make for reparations—

which is a word that’s been around for a long, long time?

The case I make for reparations is, virtually every institution with some degree of history in America, be it public, be it private, has

a history of extracting wealth and resources out of the African-American community. I think what has often been missing—this is

what I was trying to make the point of in 2014—that behind all of that oppression was actually theft. In other words, this is not

just mean. This is not just maltreatment. This is the theft of resources out of that community. That theft of resources continued

well into the period of, I would make the argument, around the time of the Fair Housing Act.

So what year is that?

That’s 1968. There are a lot of people who—

But you’re not saying that, between 1968 and 2019, everything is hunky-dory.

I’m not saying everything was hunky-dory at all! But if you were speaking to the most intellectually honest dubious person—

because, you have to remember, what I’m battling is this idea that it ended in 1865.

With emancipation and the end of the war?

With the emancipation, yes, yes, yes. And the case I’m trying to make is, within the lifetime of a large number of Americans in

this country, there was theft.

A lot of your article was about Chicago housing policy. It was a very technical analysis of housing policy. When people talked

to me about the article—and I could tell they hadn’t read it—“So, Ta-Nehisi’s making a case for”—no, no, no, I said. First and

foremost, it’s a dissection of a particular policy that’s emblematic of so many other policies.

Right, right. So, out of all of those policies of theft, I had to pick one. And that was really my goal. And the one I picked was

housing, was our housing policy. Again, we have this notion that housing as it exists today sort of sprung up from black people
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coming north, maybe not �nding the jobs that they wanted, and thus forming, you know, some sort of pathological culture, and

white people, just being concerned citizens, �ed to the suburbs. But beneath that was policy! The reason why black people were

con�ned to those neighborhoods in the �rst place, and white people had access to neighborhoods further away, was because of

political decisions. The government underwrote that, through F.H.A. loans, through the G.I. Bill. And that, in turn, caused the

devaluing of black neighborhoods, and an inability to access credit, to even improve neighborhoods.

Now, your article starts with someone who lived through these racist policies, a man named Clyde Ross. Tell us the story of

Clyde Ross. How did he react to the article?

So, Mr. Ross was living on the West Side of Chicago.

He started out in Mississippi.

Started out in Mississippi, in the nineteen-twenties, born in Mississippi under Jim Crow. His family lost their land, had their land

basically stolen from them, had his horse stolen from him. He goes off, �ghts in World War II, comes back, like a lot of people,

says, “I can’t live in Clarksdale[, Mississippi]—I just can’t be here. I’m gonna kill somebody or I’m gonna get killed.” Comes up to

Chicago. In Chicago, all of the social conventions of Jim Crow are gone. You don’t have to move off the street because somebody

white is walking by, doesn’t have to take his hat off or look down or anything like that, you know. Gets a job at Campbell’s Soup

Company, and he wants the, you know, the last emblem of the American Dream—he wants homeownership. Couldn’t go to the

bank and get a loan like everybody else.

And he was making a decent wage.

Making a decent wage—enough that he could save some money, enough for a down payment. And obviously he has no knowledge

—none of us really did, at that point—of what was actually happening, of why this was. No concept of federal policy, really. And

so what he ends up with is basically a contract lender, which is a private lender who says, Hey, you give me the down payment, and

you own the house. But what they actually did was they kept the deed for the house. And you had to pay off the house in its

entirety in order to get the deed. Although you were effectively a renter, you had all of the lack of privilege that a renter has, and

yet all the responsibilities that a buyer has. So, if something goes wrong in the house, you have to pay for that. And so these fees

would just pile up on these people, and they would lose their houses, and you don’t get your down payment back. Clyde Ross is

one of the few people who was able to actually keep his home.

There’s such a moving moment in the piece where he’s sitting with you and he admits, “We were ashamed. We did not want

anyone to know that we were that ignorant,” and felt that his ignorance had extended to his understanding of life in America,

in Chicago, which had seemed, to use the phrase of the Great Migration, the Promised Land.

Right, right. And he felt like a sucker. And he felt stupid, just as anybody would. And I don’t think he knew, on the level, the

extent to which the con actually went. And then living in a community of people—and this was somebody getting a piece—but

living in a community of people who were being ripped off. And they couldn’t talk about it to each other because they wanted to

“Conduction,” by Ta-Nehisi Coates

Read the author’s short story in the 2019 Fiction Issue.
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maintain this sort of façade, or this front, that they owned their homes, not that somebody else actually held the deed. And so for

a long time there was a great period of silence about it.

Did Mr. Ross react to your piece?

Yeah, he did.

What did he say?

He said reparations will never happen.

So, in the aftermath of the piece—piece comes out, �fteen thousand words in The Atlantic, tremendous interest in it. You said

this about the piece, I think it was in the Washington Post. You said, “When I wrote ‘The Case for Reparations,’ my notion

wasn’t that you could actually get reparations passed, even in my lifetime. My notion was that you could get people to stop

laughing.” What did you mean?

Well, I mean, it was a Dave Chappelle joke, you know? And what the joke was was, if black people got reparations, all the silly,

dumb things that they would actually do.

Meaning?

You know, buy cars, buy rims, fancy clothes, as though other people don’t do those things. And once I started researching not just

the fact of plunder but actually the history of the reparations �ght, which literally goes back to the American Revolution—George

Washington, when he dies, in his will, he leaves things to those who were enslaved. It wasn’t a foreign notion that if you had

stripped people of something you might actually owe them something. It really only became foreign after the Civil War and

emancipation. And so this was quite a digni�ed idea, and actually an idea there was quite a bit of literature on. And the notion

that it was somehow funnier, I thought, really, really diminished what was a serious, trenchant, and deeply, deeply perceptive idea.

If you visited Israel between the �fties and a certain time, you would see Mercedes-Benz taxis all over the country, and you’d

wonder. This is not a particularly rich country, at least not yet. This was reparations—this was part of the reparations payment

from Germany to Israel in the immediate aftermath of the Holocaust, Second World War. What do reparations look like

now?

Right, because they gave them vouchers to buy German goods, right.

What’s being asked for? The rewriting of textbooks, the public discussion—what? In terms of policy, how do you look at it?

So �rst you need the actual crime documented. You need the official imprimatur of the state: they say this actually happened. I just

think that’s a crucial, crucial �rst step. And the second reason you have a commission is to �gure out how we pay it back. I think

it’s crucial to tie reparations to speci�c acts—again, why you need a study. This is not ‘I checked black on my census, therefore’—

I’ll give you an example of this. For instance, we have what I would almost call a pilot, less signi�cant reparations program right

now, actually running in Chicago. Jon Burge, who ran this terrible unit of police officers that tortured black people and sent a lot

of innocent black people to jail over the course of I think twenty or so years. And then, once he was found out, in Chicago there

was a reparations plan put together with victims, [who] were actually given reparations. But, in addition to that, crucial to that,

they changed how they taught history. You had to actually teach Jon Burge. You had to actually teach people about what happened.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRZN7IzvCVs


So it wasn’t just the money. There was some sort of—I hesitate to say educational, but I guess that’s the word we’d use—the

educational element to it. And I just think you can’t win this argument by trying to hide the ball. Not in the long term. And so I

think both of those things are crucial.

As of this moment, in 2019, there are more than twenty Democratic Presidential candidates running. Eight of them have said

they’ll support a bill to at least create a commission to study reparations. What do you make of that? Is it symbolic, or is it lip

service, or is it just a way to secure the black vote? Or is it something much more serious than all that?

Uh, it’s probably in some measure all four of those things. It certainly is symbolic. Supporting a commission is not reparations in

and of itself. It’s certainly lip service, from at least some of the candidates. I’m actually less sure about [this], in terms of the black

vote—it may ultimately be true that this is something that folks rally around, but that’s never been my sense.

Are there candidates that you take more seriously than others when they talk about reparations?

Yeah, I think Elizabeth Warren is probably serious.

In what way?

I think she means it. I mean—I guess it will break a little news—after “The Case for Reparations” came out, she just asked me to

come and talk one on one with her about it.

This is �ve years ago, when your piece came out in The Atlantic?

Yeah, maybe it was a little later than that, but it was about the time. It was well before she declared anything about running for

President.

And what was your conversation with Elizabeth Warren like?

She had read it. She was deeply serious, and she had questions. And it wasn’t, like, Will you do X, Y, and Z for me? It wasn’t, like,

I’m trying to demonstrate I’m serious. I have not heard from her since, either, by the way.

Have you talked to any candidates about it?

No.

You published your article �ve years ago. Barack Obama was President. We are now in a different time and place. How would

you place the reparations discussion in this moment?

Yeah, I think people have stopped laughing, and that is really, really important. Does it mean reparations tomorrow? No, it doesn’t.

Does it mean end of the �ght? No, it doesn’t. But it’s a step, and I think that’s signi�cant.

Now, what would you like to see the outcome of a conversation, or the American equivalent of a South African study into

American history, be?

A policy for repair. I think what you need to do is you need to �gure out what the exact axes of white supremacy are, and have

been, and �nd out a policy to repair each of those. In other words, this is not just a mass payment. So take the area that I
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researched. The time I wrote the article—less every day—the time I wrote the article, there were living victims, and are living

victims, who had been denied—

Who were on the South Side and the West Side of Chicago.

Yeah! All over this country. People who had been deprived, who had been discriminated against. Set up a claims office. Look at

the census tracts. Are those people actually still living there? You know, maybe you can design some sort of investment through

resources. Maybe you can have something at the individual level, maybe you can have something at the neighborhood level, and

then you would go down the line. You would look at education. You would look at our criminal-justice policy. You would go down

the line and address these speci�cally and directly.

Is your job to just break the glass on a subject, the way you did with reparations, or is it your job to then follow through the way

a scholar would for years thereafter?

That’s a great question.

Do you feel your work here is done, and now I’m moving on to the next thing, as you have with any number of subjects? Or do

you have to sustain it? Is that on you?

I don’t know. I really don’t know. I would like to be able to move on. But I recognize that’s not entirely up to me.

It’s not.

No. Not at all. I just feel like, if you write an article on reparations that has the effect that it actually does, which I didn’t expect, it’s

very hard to say. I have to conclude that I clearly have something to say, and a way of saying it, that can affect things. So, if that’s

the case, what is your responsibility now? What right have you to say, “I’m done talking about this”? “Because I feel like it.” I don’t

know that you get to do that. I’m actually, I feel myself to be very, very grounded in the African-American struggle, even though

I’m not. I don’t consider myself an activist. When I think about writing that article, I think about all the people before me who’ve

been making the case for reparations from street corners—One Twenty-�fth, in Harlem—and couldn’t get access to an august

publication like that. And I think about how I got access, and it strikes me that you owe folks something. You don’t get to just do

what you want.
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